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,., i.

1. As a regional strategy, the Lagos Plan of Action is necessarily a

summary of 50aIs and objectives to be pursued and of the actions to be

taken at the national, subreeioral and regional levels. Hence, for it

to be implemented effectively at these levels, there is a need for some

guidelines. The purpose of.this paner is to provide such guidelines for

the consideration of member States.

2. In visw cf the important role which a knowledge of the background to

a strategy can play in the effective implementation of sue? a strategy,

it is usually helpful to provide such a background as an integral part

of the guidelines. Therefore, he fore r.rovidins the guidelines for t*;e

implementation of the Lagos Plar of Action, an attempt is made telow to

summarize the reasons.why the Plan was formulated, its goals, objectives

and characteristics.—

3. The guidelines cover what should ^e done at the national level in

the context of the principle or. national self-reliance, at the sub regional

and regional levels in the context of the principle of collective self-

reliance, the problems of financing the Plar, the role o': transnational

corporations and the role of do.iors anc1 international organizations.

II. B/VCKGPOUiO, CXALS, OBJECTIVES AV.O CHAPACTFRISTICS . ■

4. Respite planned development efforts in Africa over the past two decamp

supporter! by massive aid anc' technical assistance ly tot!1, bilateral and

multilateral agencies, the continent remains the most economically? socially

and culturally deprived of all the regions 'of the world. Whether in

relation to per capita income food production, nutrition, average life

expectancy.., infant and chilJ mortality rates, literacy rates or physical

quality of life Africa resins tie v-\cst backward of all the regions of

the worM. A.11 this is despite the fact that the continent is well knowr.

for the abundance of its forestry, mineral and other resources.

1_/ A ruller discussion of the reasons why a r.ew strategy was doened

necessary for Africa and the goals and objectives which such a

strategy is expected to achieve is to be fouid ir- each of tho

fol1owin~ documents:

(a) Revised framework of principles for the implementation of the

new international economic order ir. Africa (R/C.i. 14/T-CQ/PO/Hev. 3)

(b) Organization of African Unity, What kind of Africa by the

year 2000? - Fin'l report of the Monrovia Symposium 01; the ..

Future development Prospects of Africa towards the year 2000.

(c) Report of the FC^/'J TP Seminar on Alternative P.atterns 0^

development and Lifp Styles for the Africa?) ^e^ion
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(h) Planning in terras of multiple objectives (both from the supply

and demand sides) and in real terms, as opposed to planning approaches
based on the assumption of a single main objective (e.g. economic growth).

(c) Intra- and inter-sectoral linkages and intra- and inter-group

and spatial considerations that such an approach to planning demands.
Thus, the industrial sector is designed to supply the bulk of the in
dustrial inputs required for agricultural production, processing, storage
and transportation '(asricultural ci-enicals, equipment, including implements

and tools", etc.), as well as puiHir.g taterials, metal and engineering

products and chemicals for the transport and communications, mining, energy

and other sectors which make use of capital goods. The food and agriculture
programme (which includes forest products and industrial fiVres) provides
not only inputs to the processing industries Ut also markets for industrial
products of the kind just listed. The importance of intra- and inter-
sectoral linkages is also stressed for other sectors, such as transport

and communications, energy, science ar-J technology, human resources de
velopment, etc. (see E/CM.14/781/Ad-M, pages 5 and 0s paragraphs 21-31,

for a full discussion of these linkages);

(d) The imperative neec1 to involve, at all stages, of the formulation
and implementation of development plans, all the principal decision-making
agents and instruments in the economy: State enterprises and public
utilities; development corporations an<! development ranks; indigenous

and foreign private enterprises P. " D establishments*, universities and
polytechnics: farmers' organizations; trade unions; political parties;
community leadership groups; river zr.d lake basin ard similar authorities

dealing with the development of agricultural or geographical regions; -;

business support institutions, associations of engineers, scientists and
technologists; and development organs such as-ECOWAS, UDEAC and the MUL.POCs,
which may te entrusted with organizing and encouraging the participation

of some of the agents" and instruments referred to earlier; an-'

(e) The importance of the domestic, subregional and regional markets
for the supply of factor inputs (raw materials, machinery, technology,
and high-level skills for entrepreneurial activities, project identifi

cation, analysis and implementation, management; marketing, and support
services, whether advisory, >.a-nkine, insurance, transport and communications

etc.); and for the production and sale of final consumption goods a-nd

services;

10. As to underlying arguments, it is important to note that the Plan
focuses on both economic growth and development. Thus the plan asserts

that: (i) economic growth means increases in the physical output of
goods and services for the benefit of the mass of African populations;
(ii) these increases must come from the exploitation, primarily, of raw
materials drawn from the natural resource base of African countries,
supplemented by trade in complementary raw materials- (in) the process

of converting rav; materials into semi-finished and finished products
requires an expanding indigenous supply of relevant factor inputs, i.e.
of skilled and* semi-skillet1, manpower for entrepreneurial functions,

management, production, marketing and distribution, rssearcr- and develop-
ment- equipment; raw materials' institutional services, etc.; (iv) a
restructuring of national domestic msrl'ets is necessary, as veil as a
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manager of national markets i>> orc'er to achieve economies of scale;.an.-*

(v) the key factor is the development of indigenous entrepreneurial capabi

lities (public and private) . underpinned hy appropriate support services.

11. Implicit in all these is the concept of a self-renewing society and

of a changing role for all parts of the economy whether public or private

and especially for the traditional socia?. welfare department whose role

must now go beyond the provision of services to the victims of economic

growth and development to active participation ir> social engineering.

III. Ii5PLE:'r^iTATIO;i AT TME NATIONAL LEVEL

12. Any guidelines for the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action

must start with action at the national lr-vel, where socio-economic problems

occur and where emphasis on implementation has been appropriately placed.

This complicates the task, however., since there are at ^resent 50 member
States which, because of various factors (availability of natural resources

and high-level skills, access to aiJ and technical assistance and the zeal
with which Governments have pursued development and economic growth policies
in the past), are at different levels of development and face different
types of problems. The result is that different parts of the guide-lines

will apply to different countries.

13. One other factor which rust also he borne in mind is that the guide
lines are not and cannot be exhaustive for at least two reasons: however
up to date secretariats of international organizations may be in monitoring

development activities in the re-ion, they cannot be aware of the most
recent innovations introduced by member States, and since the present

document must be Kept within manageable proportions, the EGA has to be

selective in what we propose. . .

14 For these reasons, it is sincerely hoped that representatives of
member States will enlarge and inprove u-on the suggestions made here

during the discussion of the document so that more comprehensive and
relevant guide-lines for the implemertation of the Plan may be issued

after the meeting.

A. Educational and diffusional aspects

15. The Lagos Plan of Action provides only a framework for actionby
member States and their development co-o-eration partners. Hence, its
effective implementation depends on the relevance of the issues addressed
therein to the specific development and economic growth problems tacing

each member State. .The first tash that \as to be tackled at the national
level is therefore to familiarize the Government, the r-eonle and the agents
of production and distribution in particular and of decision-aal-.m? in
general of each member State, with the _ origin >. goals and objectives, and

characteristics of the Plan.
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Hecommendatior.. 1.' National seminars or conference

16. In this connexion, it is recommended that each member State should

organize a national seminar or conference for the above purpose. Inputs

into such a seminar or conference will comprise: (i) .the text of the

United Nations General Assembly resolutions 3201 (5-vi) and 3202 (3-vi)

containing the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment

of a New International Economic Order respectively; (ii) Revised framework

of principles for the implementation of the new international economic order

in Africa;. (iii) Organization, of African Unity, What kind of Africa by

the year 2000? - Final.report of the Monrovia Symposium on the Future

Development Prpspects for Africa towards the year 2000;. (iv) Report on

ECA/UMEP Seminar on Alternative Patterns of Development and Life Styles

for the Africa Region (E/CT-!. 1^/593/Add. 1) ; (v) the Monrovia Strategy for

the Development of Africa: (vi) the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementa

tion of the Monrovia Strategy for the development of Africa: and (vii) a

report containing an assessment of the history of planned development

efforts in the 'iiember State.

Recommendation 2: National sectoral or functional workshops

17. Inevitably, discussions in the seminar or conference are bound to L-e

general in character, even though such discussions will be tied to the

specific aspirations and problems of the member State concerned. I'ence,

there is a further need for a deeper understanding of the issues involved,

particularly at the sectoral or functional level.

18. For this reason, it is further recommended that the national seminar

or conference should be followed hy national sectoral or function?.! work

shops. Inputs irto such sectoral or functional workshops will include:

(i) the sectoral studies which formed the basis of the Lagos Plan of Action;

and (ii) the relevant national sectoral or functional studies.

"ecommnedation 3: Use of mass reedia

19. While the seminar/cor, ferenee and. workshops are recognized forms of

communicating ideas, not every citizen or even evsry decisior-maher may

benefit from such approaches. .

20. It is therefore recommended that the mass media, and particularly

radio and television, should Vc employed to explain the problems the Plan

addresses and its characteristics. Newspapers and posters should be

used liberally.

B. Development Planning, the concept o? the * image" and planning,

21. Implicit in the recommendations contained ir. the Monrovia Strategy,

the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of L?gos is the concept of an
"imaoe" of the future or scenario, that is, of "ends envisioned1', synbolised

by the objectives of natior.al and collective self-reliance, and self-reliant

and self-sustaining development and economic growt.!'. The adoption or the

these documents constitutes a consensus at th? regional level.
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22. 'Imaginative medium and Ions-term images of the future can place

current priorities, problems, issues or, controversies into a more balanced
and clearer perspective and provide useful and stimulating contexts for
examining them1'.- When they are shared by the Connunity, they.r;can also
contribute to a sense of community and nationality and ;elp create a

sense o£ institutional meaning an* purpose1 . :'In sum,- they can create
unity, commitment, hig^.morale, and ever, a sense of manifest destiny
or religious Mission. ■ —

23. In adopting an irea«e ' of the future, the Heads of State and
Government have, on behalf of: themselves and their people acted as a

'purposeful system1', that is a eeleolosical or ?oal-seeking' system.

They have generated 'willed action, that is, they have designed conceptually

a more desirable and hence preferable future-state of the present system.

Underlying the concept of wilier actior are. those of '-controlled ar.d

controlling acts : as designed interventions or policies directed at the

attainment of the goals envisioned. And since is systemic discourse,

design is synonymous with planning, optimizing, an-' similar terms that
connote the use of thought as a precursor to action directed at attainment

of goals, it is clear that planning is an imperative instrument for the

attainment of the goals and .objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action and

the Final Act of Lagos, avd hence of those of the Monrovia . Strategy.

24. Understood in this light, planning J.oes not have the ideological..

taint usually associated with 'centralized planning1'. As a continuous'

activity aimed at defining alternatives best suited to the achievement

of c-efined goals ar.d objectives, planning is to be further understood as

an integral motivator and generator of action at w\at ever level that
action is envisaged.

25. To translate the i*nage embodied in the Lagos Plan of Action and the

Final Act into operational tens at the national level, the three phases

of planning, namely, normative, strategic and operational or Practical

will have to he called i:;to rlay regularly. Normative r»l-?.nnir!» usually

reveals whp.t, under given circumstances and ir view of known and imaginable

factors.ought tc be done. Strategic planning searches for and sets . goal(s)-

that is, time-specific or pi an-specific outcomes for the whole system.

It deals wit'i those decisions which c-in determine whst can be done in a

given time interval and a whole situation. The pri^.e function of operational

or tactical planning is the implementation of decisions that have been , :- ■

formulated at higher levels. It is at this level that what will be done,,

to satisfy the 'oughts'1 and ''cans ', that have-beer; established at higher'

levels, is determined in an ongoirg manners. — Pome of t^e elements in

volved in these three phases of planning are the subject of subsequent

parts and sectiors.

2/ Herman Khan, Wrirld Economic development, 1?7£ aid Beyond, Croons help.,

London, iy7?; pa^e 79.

3/ A fuller discussion of the ideas referred to here can be found in

Hasan Pzbekhan The emerging methodology of niannip"15 . Fields withir.

fields, I'irter 1T73-4, ;To. 10, T);e i/orl'J Institute Cour.cil, pp. 63-80
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2C . To conclude this section, it is important to rote that the use of
images of the future or scenarios in planning implies long-tern or per

spective planning. Indeed, the concerts of self-reliance and se If - sust ainn>ent

can be meaningful or ly if activities to achieve tl\em are set. in a lon^-term

framework. The a-loption of the Lagos Plan of Action de^am's that incMber
States should adopt :nore and more long-term planning as a jasis for their

development and economic growth activities.

<i : Ti;volve':iqnt of all ('ecision-makin,? urits

?7. All agents of productior and distribution, as well as those involved
.in research and development, arc to 1 e involved in the process of decision-
making right at the boginr.ir.j-r of the planning exercise, where this is. not

already being done. This calls for the establishment of a strong rapnort
.between the puMic and private sectors. In saying t!is. it is important

to recp.l 1 that, increasingly, nr.anninp a?id plan implementation will have

to focus on the solution of specific, real socio-economic nroblems (.nutrition,

si: ill acquisition, creatior of institutions, etc.) which originate
from specific sectors an.'/or institutions, and the specialists in these
areas will have to be formally integrate.} into the process of decision-
making ir planning and nlan implementation.

23. The purpose of this involvement of all decision-making units ir the
economy is to determine the soals and objectives in the next plan period :

ir. terms of the specific proMe«s to he solved and not in terrns of a single
objective of growth rate of ?rross domestic product to r,« achieved. Thus
decisions may be taken in relation to certain commodities ar.d services

such as research nnd development anc'/or production support services. Ir.
effect, decisions at this stape will d»al with sue'1, issues as the Vir^i of
industrial growth, the kind of agricultural growth, the hint, of imports,
the kind of technology, the kin-' of educational ilevelnpnent, the kind of

health programme, the kirui of support services, etc. In the context of
African conditions . such c!;an.^ 3s iv. the coimositior of joods and services
will '-e in favour of more -»oo's ar-.l services of bsnefit^to the lower
income categories of the "orulatior ir or'er to raise their levels of

living and their productivity anH to hoi? to penerate a ?>road-basef* growth
structure.

20. This preliminary decision-ma'-ing exercise nay determine v;ho v:ill

produce what and what measures -.ill ho used to encourage compliance with

_tbe ob j ectives agreed upor-: L-ax-nol ici-^s , credit, subsidies , site

allocation policy, etc. Such arrangements will also det.erifire how to

pursue the objectives: domestic production as against imports, if domestic

production is choser how the inputs wil1 be obtained: raw materials,

machinery and equipment; manpower pnd f ir?a^ ce .

n.ecommendation " : 1111ernatior a Ii zat ion of the sour ces o_f supp 1 y

of /actors of production

30. Plarring must include; measures for the interns1- ization of supply

of the factors of ^roductioT? and -Ustribution. In view of the new orienta
tion of development and economic grov^h efforts it will 'we necessary to
organize formally the "growth1 o'~ factor inputs at the national, sul -

regional and repior.al levels in accordance with the results of !;asic studies

and analyses' Therefore while penber States will continue to use available

factor inputs, implemented -y what c-.n '.-e obtained through trade, aid an^
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technical assistance, it is recommended that measures should V e taken, to

start the process of internalizir»f the su op.ly of factor inputs. This will

include changing the content of syllabuses, particularly at the secondary

and tertiary levels, strenj^t^ennp, existing research and development in

stitutions, intensifying of on-ti.e-job trainirg, using informal arrangements

for training manpower, deliberately creating new institutions, such as

African multinational industrial and mining enterprises ,, etc., intensifying

of natural resources exploration and exploitation, for rational and regional

use,, deliberately fostering tie spirit of entrepreneur sis in, developing

of indigenous technology and technological canal-ilities, etc.

Recommendation 6 ; Prob lorn-centred plannir,■',

31. Planning in the context of the foregoing statements emphasizes

planning in real terms even when it is recognized t;iat money will come as

the practical means of conducting transactions. The idea of planning in

real terns can be extended to that of planning around identified problems -

food deficiency, shortage of specific high-level skills, unemployment

within certain categories of labour, nor-availabi lity of certain lasic

needs, etc.

32. This a r^fcpactb^ttlil "*ot bAlyTdir c-ct ' s.tt^v^ip ■■- to t^s :;r ? r I .cji

of the objective being pursued but will also assist i.i assigning tasks to

sectors, specialists and institutions thereby assisting ir. reducirr, the

present rivalry among agents of production and distribution as well as

among ministries. Such reduction in rivalry and in the associated loss

of resources is likely to be achieved since the interest of all concerned

will centre on the solution of the particular problems identified.

33. Moreover a problem-oriented approach to development planning is t-ie

best way to introduce "sequential planning" effectively irto the planning

process. Since all agencies are committed r.o the solution of the problem

identified, they will also ;e interested ir< the t^ a:\ning of the different
phases of implementation so that the equipment, materials and services
required canle forthcoming at the time they are needed. In this way,

it will be possible to avoid so ;e of the existing pro'.; 1 ems whereby school

buildings are completed without the necessary hoards . books , chalk, etc.,

and teachers, and'hospitals arc completed withoiv the necessary enuipnent,

medic? 1 supplies and even medical staff.

Recommendation 7. Sectoral spatial an:' .group planning

34. Planning in the framework of the goals: objectives and phiHsophy of

the La^os Plan of Action an.* the T?i:\al Act of Lagos also implies planning,

in terms of sector, sr^ace and population qrours. Development and economic

growth problems in!-.ere in sectors an-.! locations and affect the structures

of the population in different ways.

35. Therefore other dimensions of the implementation of the La^os Plan

of Action to which members should pay attention are sectoral a.nc- spatial

(physical) planning and planning for identified handicapped groups such
as women, children and youth minority groups, the elderlys the deaf, the

dumb, etc.
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s ecowiTtend ation £1: Corporate pi

36. Planning in the frarswork of the Lagos Plar of Action goes beyond
the mere determination of output. In the preceding recommendation the -
importance of internalizing the sources of supply of factor inputs has
been stressed. Such planning must also be concerned with the markets

for the sale of the products. This concern cor Loth inputs sourcing and

markets for the sale of products is best dealt with at the enterprise

level. Therefore, corporate planning, v:-ether in the public or private
sector, is a sine qua non particularly so because of the crucial role

of markets and marketing and the organization of production and distribution
In addition, in order to make the activities of corporations effective,

there is a need to build up manpower skills for project formulation,

analysis and implementation and for production control .

37. With regard to project analysis capability, it is important to note

that all the real objectives and goals of development and economic growth

mentioned (participation through employment, incone distribution, technology

choice, environmental consideration, etc.) ?.re better taken into account

at the Project level, especially when technology choice, which determines

most of them, is being considered.

38. It is therefore recommended that member States should organize
training in project analysis an! enterprises should establish effective

production control departments.

Recommendation °: On-going research

39. Effective implementation of plains under the La^os Flan of Action
will require not only the collection of regular statistical and other

information, and a trouMe shootir^ system as descriVed below under
•'development monitoring system* \ ut also on-foing research whose purpose
is to explain what is happening during cl.e implementation period. While
the role of universities ard other institutions of higher learning and

research institutes, whether private or public, is most important in this
area, that of planners, whether in the central flaming office or in the

sectoral ministries, is equally important. .This ?ar> in the planning and

implementation process should now be renoved. In this connexion, there
is a need for concrete prcRramrces to train policy-rtrierted economists

and economic analysts or those one could call "development specialists"

for want of a i-etter phrase. Such training is in addition to training
in project identification ard analysis mentioned above. Such training

activities should be one of the rain activities of the central planning

office, prol^aUly with the co-operation of universities , research institutes

and international organizations.
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Recommendation 10: Development monitoring system

40. At the time when the targets to he pursued during the plan period

and the measures for pursuing them are determined, it is usually assumed

that many things will remain the same. Unfortunately, this is not usually

the case. Indeed, unforeseen circumstances can and do arise during the

implementation period, which may nullify the goals and objectives of the

plan if steps are not taker, immediately to deal witli the emerging circum

stances.

41. It is therefore recommenced that every member State should establish

a development monitoring system: where it does not already exist, or in

other words an information system geared to the provision of the data

needed for a diagnostic approach. i.e. an approach that implies a cross-

sectoral, cross-spatial and cross-population examination of the existing

development system, an attempt tc understand the inter dependencies

involved, and an identification of the main problems and weaknesses, the

implicit trends and the main potentialities or opportunities for improvements

42. Apart from collecting and using both quantitative and qualitative

data to assess development at the local level, the development monitoring

service would monitor the social and economic effects of technological

change, and would provide p.p. early warning of impending crises (trouble

shooting) . Information from different parts of the country collected

through the development monitoring service should be combined with in

formation from other sources (e.jj. locality studies by scholars) and

used as a basis of regular reporting to the national planning board and

to regional (subnational) planning V cards where these exist. The service

would use simple methods for carrying out its task. It could be based on

a series of development observation posts stationed in different parts

of the country or operate by means of a series of regular visits by small

mobile teams to different parts of the country. The service should also

develop mechanisms for monitoring external occurrences that may have

effects on the implementation of the plan, such as developments in the

world money, finance and commodity markets. Another task of the development

monitoring service should le the development of appropriate indicators of

development and economic growth.

43. With information from the development monitoring service and from

the production control departments of enterprises, the central planning

office and hence the Government should Ve in a position at all times to

take decisions about the implementation of the plan.

Recommendation 11: .'eview and appraisal of the progress

made in the implementation of the plan

44. There are two main objectives cf review and appraisal, namely to

provide: (i) information on the progress made and short-falls in

implementation of a plan, including explanations of *: oth progress and

short-falIs as a basis for taking the necessary action to deal with

undesirable occurrences; nvd (ii) a feedback mechanism linked to the

planning exercise in the next plan period. The review ind appraisal task

is usually undertaken by all the development and economic growth decision-

making agencies and is cct>?dinated hy the central planning office.
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The exercise is carried out in relation to the targets, goals and

objectives set down in the plan and the measures for attaining them.

45. In view of the importance of review an1 apnraisal to the attainment

of the goals and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action, it is recommended
that every member State should mp.ke review and apnraisal an integral part

of its development planning and implementation.

C. Statistical an;* other information requirements

46. Both the adoption of sys t «ir.at ic planning for social an--' economic
development by many countries of the region am' the implementation of the
Lagos Plan of Action will give rise to a lar«e denard for a variety of
socio-economic data and other types of information. It is necessary to

generate a timely flow of information from which it is possible not only

to assess the current levels of a number of demographic, social, economic,
technical, etc. phenomena and the interrelationships among them, lutalso

to study the trends and changes in relationships over time. The avail
ability of such information in sufficient detail and with disagregation
by regions, sectors and special groups where appropriate will permit the

design and control of policies and programmes on such basic cSevelopment

and economic growth issues as poverty, unemployment, health, nutrition,
literacy, internal migration irdustrialization. and appropriate technology.

47. It will be observed from this wide-ranging set of statistical and
other information that there is an urgent need for an integrated approacn

to information collection and analysis activities through common and
compatible concepts and definitions and methods of collection a^d analysis.
The African Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP), which is a
component of the global National Household Survey Capability Programme

(NKSCP): has been conceived to help the countries of the region to obtain,
through a systematic programme of household surveys and in conjunction

with data from population censuses and other sources, the continuing flow
of integrated statistics and information that they need for their development

plans, policies and administration. There is need therefore for aU African
countries to join the programme in order to development the statistical

infrastructures needed' for the collection of integrated demographic, social

and economic data.

48. It is also necessary to ii.tersify efforts ir- the area of manpower
training. In this connexion, it is important to refer to the Statistical
Training Programme for Africa (STPA) which aims at mahir.g Africa self-
reliant in producing an increasing r;umber of technically competent stati
stical personnel who would collect, process and analyse statistical data
required for economic and social development planning. Countries should,
where necessary, use this programme to increase the number and improve

the quality of their statistical personnel.

4?. The implementation of the La^os Plan of Action v;ill require action
in other areas of sources of information: documents on development and
economic growth, blue prints and other sources of information on techno
logy, etc. All these call for more comprehensive arrangements for in
formation gathering, analysis, processing, storage and dissemination.
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In this connexion, member States shouH consider the possibility of
JarticipuUng in the Pan-African Documentation and Information System
(PAOIS) programme.

50 It should be noted that external resources will continue to
in'order w ensure the effective implementation of the statistical

o?h.rd0lnfo?-«ion development proves ^^^^
of the Lafros Plan of Action. However, in the context Ox
ai and collective self-reliance, African countries

be needed

and

the ob

should .or, and

their own programmes.

Recommendation 12:

51 In the light

Strengthening infrastructures for statistical

and other information development

of the foregoing the following steps are suggested:

African countries should strengthen
fal As a matter of urgency,

their ?atis?ical infrastructures as a basis for
and planning. In this connexion, they are urged
and other information development nrograames and
in national development plans to ensure adequate

o

allocation of resources,

(10 In order to mobilize eternal resources for the ^lamentation
of the African Household Survey Capability Programme, the population and
nouling censuses programme, the development of the Syste. of National

and tlie Statistical Training Programme for Africa, Atrican
should reaffirm the priorities they attach these programmes

S.-.1C. provide the necessary counterpart financial support;

CO Bach Government should institute approrriate^echanisms^or^the

evaluation and analysis ofC.ata. These mechanisms

means of achieving this;

with th. i-p..v...»t •'"";«■

publications.

;:;" S ■

research activities in

undertaken;

research , etc.,
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(g) The possibility of adopting the system of assigning statisticians

to sectoral ministries should be seriously considered since such an

arrangement could help greatly in improving the present situation particularly

when such officers work extremely closely with the professionals in the

sectoral ministries;

(h) It is desirable that a statistical data base for the storage

and retrieval of information be established in individual countries. In

this connexion., efforts should be made by individual member States to

participate in the PADIS programme.

0. Analysis and planning

52. Following the educational and information activities of the Plan,

each member State should now be in a position to align its policies,

practices and strategies with the philosophy and characteristics of the

Plan. Such realignment requires analysis and planning both to establish

the base data and to organize the collective efforts for the implementation

of the Plan.

1. Natural resources

53. The importance 'of natural resources (energy including fuel minerals,

non-fuel minerals, water, fish and other water resources livestock and

forest products) and the raw materials which could be extracted from them

arises from the recognition that economic growth, th*t is, increases in

the physical output of goods and services to meet the needs of the mass

of the people requires the exploration, evaluation and exploitation of

a much wider range of natural resources and raw materials than is the

case today where reliance is placed on the production and export of only

one or two products. The volume and scope of new production, of course,
depend on the extent to which, as is the case in developed and semi-

industrialized countries, complementarities amon2 natural resources/

industrial raw materials are established through trade. Thus, in Africa
an important part of natural resources policy will relate to the promotion

of intra-African trade in raw materials.

Recommendation 13: Deepenirg knowledge of the natural

resource base

54. In view of the foregoing, it is necessary to widen and deepen

knowledge of the natural resource Vase. Accordingly, action in the field

of natural resources should include:

(a) Measures for the compilation, classification, central storage

and retrieval of all available information on natural resources and for

the establishment of a central unit for this purpose, where some of the

existing records are in the hands of former colonial Powers or foreign

transnational corporations . Governments should devise means of retrieving

such records from them; . . ■
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. (b) Preparation of topographical map series, photogeological studies

and detailed geological mapping as a basis for systematic exploration for

minerals;

(c) Legal and administrative measures for ensuring that new in

formation and data on natural resources are made available to the central

unit responsible for compilation,.classification, etc.

(d) Evaluation of mineral resources development activities-in

progress in each country so that each country may decide on how these

activities could be restructured to correspond to the requirements of the

Lagos Plan ^f Action e.g. in deciding which project could continue as

national projects and which wouL1 be expanded to become subregional projects;

(e; Special studies of recent developments in exploration, evaluation

met extraction technologies in the field of natural resources, which offer
new optimal combinations of labour and machine intensity; and

(f) Evaluation of the extent to which existing natural resources,

including river basins constitute inputs into the development of domestic

industry ^nd agriculture.

Recommendation.14: Ensuring sovereignty over natural resources

55 v ■'tfuch'liftr, been said about the need for developing countries in general

and African countries in particular to have sovereignty: over their natural

resources. ■. The ability to achieve such an objective will depend heavily
en manpower training, and institution 1-uildirg. Therefore, it is recommended

that action be taken as follows: . .

(a) A review should be carried out of existing national capabilities
for exploration, evaluation an--' management anc! for extraction of and trade

in industrial;raw materials of natural resources as a basis for instituting
or inproviiig" machinery and instrumentation for these purposes;

(b) Following the review of institutional capabilities,. a manpower

development plan should be prepared for different forms of or sub-se'etors

o: the natural resources sector,

(c) At the same time, possibilities of intra-third world technical

assistance arrangements (including government enterprises) for manpower

and .institutional development should be explored:

(d) Governments should contribute towards the development of

institutional.mechanisms designed to facilitate intra-African trade in

industrial, raw materials and should review in this light, the role of

state trading organizations , and ..

(e)l' Governments .should review the present business^ structure of
enterprises in the''natural resources sector with particular reference to

its effects on income transfers, re-investment policy, manpower development,

technology transfer, the promotion of intra-African trade, employment creation

etc .
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Recommendation 15: Designing' real istic policies f or .£arlici£atian
—~mennatl ■" in natural resource.-: exploitation and managemg"!

S6 As far as the Lagos Plan of Action is concerned, African countries
"; to*. a active part in the exploration and use of their natural
resour-as. Therefore, in connexion with policy making and action it is
^roovtant to distinguish between the relatively passive policy or e.g.
taking shares (whether majority or minority) in foreign-owned mining

ai,s operating within the country or their affiliates and ■**
active ar,d objective policy of establishing ar.d exploiting the nation .1
;" base through the instrument of national or multinational

associated with national °r -ultination.l finance conpanx.s
-source

mnng complies

of the

for s e

above.



2. Population and development

3'# ■ iuuch has been said about people bbeiiv,, thy initiator and beneficiary
of development and economic growth. Yet, from the information available, there

are many ^aps in Icnowlcd^e about the characteristics and dynamics of the African

population. i..oreover, the use bein^ r.iade of the scanty information available

in the design, implementation and monitoring ox development and economic growth

in Africa leaves much to be desired,

58, -In vi§w of the fact that African countries are characterized by " .

populations of extremely varying-sizes, hi^k fertility and hi^h mortality,

a relatively short average life span and a population structure dominated by

younj. persons a result of rapid increases in population, it is recommended

that countries should improve their Imowled^e of the size, structure and quality

of their populations. Such a LaiovleoVje will provide on empirical- basic for

developing policies and programmes aimed at absorbing the totality of this

jrowinj population and for establishing services aii.ied at improving the quality

of life of this population especially the provision of primary health care,

maternal and child care pro^raiiimes and comprehensive sanitary programmes.

59, iuoreovorr 'Since- Africeii ■'populations-will in^the^f6rseable future , "
continue to ^row - ...... it ic also recommended that countries should make

arrangements for the continuous study of the dynamics of tlieir population

chaiv e in the process of socio-economic transformation.

60, Accent censuses.incthc- region should have provided & basis for the
analyses of population data in tor,;c of a^c and sex structure, spatial distribution

of population, educational attainment, number and size of households, and

occupational categories. Information should also be available on the distribution

of services such as water, electricity, schools, institutes and universities,

hospitals, clinics, Maternity centres and recreational and other cultural

facilities, as well as on employment and unemployment and housing conditions,

Such censuses should be followed by household surveys, which will not only^

supplement and make more concrete the inforwation obtained froi.1 censuses, but

also provide information about consumption habits, income and savings, ^my

member State which did not participate in the 1S7© rounds of population censuses

should definitely participate in the 19^0 rounds. Similarly, member States
should take advanta3e of the iiCA African Household Survey Capability Programme

in order to ccuip themselves for extensive o.nd regular household surveys.

ol. The La^os Plan of Action iays ^rcat emphasis on plannin in real tprms.
Such planning cannoc be meaningful without its intiuate iin.:ate to population

and itc dynamics whether one ±c concerned with internalization of the supply
of factor inputs, employment and unemployment, entrepreneurial capability

development, provision of basic needs for the satisfaction of the mass of the

population, planning of education and training cervices, or uanpouer planiiin^
in ^eneral. henceforth, population and itc dynamics should constitute the

hub around which planning efforts are orjaiii-od.
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Science and technology

for62» The importance ;9£cscience and technology as instrument ^^

and sustaining development and economic ^rowth is emphasized in the ba._.os Flan

of Action. In fact, tho chapter on ccicr.ee r.nd technology is the longest in t.:2

Plan. In it, the Heads of Ctatc and .overni^ent have coi.ij-.utted theucolvec on

behalf of themselves and their peoples to "put science and technology in the

servico of development by reinforcing the autonomous capacity of (their/ countries
in this field".*' Therefore the internajisation o^ the process of ^cnoratin^ ar.d

sustaining science and technology is one of the urgent problems to be addressed

in the process of iif.plenientin_ the L,v._oc Plan of /-ction.

(a> science

63. >-s fa-r science is concerned^ the problcji. apieas are education-and :
training and research, "?ith -ro^aiiipnfe education zna trainin^,, ..lit i-E coi.mion

loiowled^e that science is yet to find its proper place ai.ion^ the eneeub-ls'^iaf subjects

bein^ offered in priraary and secondary schools. Erica's education and training

system' is still heavily biased in favour of arts subjects. This is particularly the

case at the second level a:.".on^ people who should becoi.ie iiiiddle—level tecluiicians*

The result is that very few caididates are coming forward for training in middles-

level skills that require the application of science.

64» V'ith rccpect to research, the, main problem is the general shortage of.

researchers whose wor.c is directly relevant to the development and economic growth

problens'tif-thV-countriee-of the region*.-.iio.y.everj there is alsoothe .problem . of

shortage or lac-t of laboratory facilities for those few who are _,enuihely ihtefested

in wor'c that is relevant to African developi..ent and .growth probleus.

itecoimaendation 161 Puttin.' science in the scrvipe. of deveiopi.ient and economic growth

growth

65» In order for science to play an important :"olc .in African dcyalopmcnt,

and rowth in general and the implementation of the Lajos Plan of y.ction in

particular, it is recommended that the follo;;in_ ueasurec should be tr,.:en by nci.ibcr

States which have not already cone so:

(a) Provision of incentives in the for.:, of scholarships to students to

study mathematics and other physical science subjects?

(b> Supply of i-.ore and better e^Tuipiaenl" to secondary echoole $

(c/ liiiprover-ient of conditions of service of teachers of i.iathematics and

other science subjects^

(d/ liefori.. of science subjects curricula so that ei.iphaeis crji be placed

wore on problei^s relevant to the African situation;

& La^jos Plan of Action (^/J-ll/ll^, annex 1), preamble,6Viv) paragraph (h)
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(e) Establishment of better salary scales and working conditions for

workers and professionals in science-based occupations?

(f) Use of mass media in propagating interest in science and its

application 5

(.) Provision of more finance, laboratory ecuipment and other fafU^
for researchers working on problem of immediate relevance to African development

and economic growth problems;

(h) deduction of finance, eruipment and other facilities for researchers
whose worl; is of little or no relevanee to the immediate development and economic

growth problems facing African countries;

(i) establishment of a roll of honour for outstanding scientists,

(b) T^p.hnolor:v

66, ~"hilc action in tho field of science belongs to the domain of education

nnd trainin- and research, the development and aPPHc&ti<*i. of technology are
Hr^hTi»«ediate Implementation of the La.os Plan of Action. In ta

, two immediate problems and the associated policy act.on are to be
inventory of indigenous technologies and of facxlxtea for the

^adtptSion and dissemination of imported and indigenous tecnnoKyy.

17: Pnttin- t^hnolor-Y 1n the ,crvice of dov..1op5aen^ and
economic growth

.,_ To achieve these objectives it is recommended that the followine should

be undertaken:

U) Review of existing technology plans, policies and instruments
includtn. the structure of 3 u I) efforts in technology development and adaptation

('-) Survey of indigenous inventions and innovations and review of the

cpecte in close collaboration with .frican

.d methods for handling i^

orstrengthening a national "corporation" for that and other purposes,

(d) Survey of the characteristics of transferees, their demands for

technolo-y and how to satisfy tlieu;

(e) Survey of the characteristics of transferors, "quantity and^
of their technics, thei- relevance to ,frican aoexo-econouxe Proole.as
their conditions and methods of transfer;
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(f) Review of the role of universities and other third-level educational
institutions in invention and innovation, bearinw in ".ind available natural

resources and choice of production lincc as well as' technologies for rural

development? ■

(_) Identification of selected inctitutionc (e.j. railway workshops,
post- aiid tele raph workshops, and public uorl.s department workshops) to play
the role of "teachin^ eompanicG11 analogous to the clinical equivalent of uedical

internship programmes °}

(h) Consideration and promotion of a national "do-it-yourself" movement;

(i> Development of methodologies to generate of the demand for

technologies and technological information, special attention bcin^; paid

to the needs of the rural areacj

(j> iJevelop;ient of methodologies and machinery for liiobili^in^ the

adaptive technology potential in the non—formal urban and rural subsectorcj and

(k) -istablishiaeht of an instiution recponciblc for consideration of

possibilities for intrci—regional and interregional co—operation in several

crucial areas of technology development and adaptation.

67. Tho fore^oin- constitute the, initial activites- for br-iniginr-
science and technology into the process of implementing the Lajos r'lan of /Action.

The Major and continuing activities arc enui.ierated in the La^oc r'lan which

must continue "to'juiclc member States in this ir.iportant area. The ^uidc—lines

here arc only complementary to those in the Plan. In all efforts to develop

science and technology, the critical role of product and processes and hence of

natux^al resources auct always be borne in uir.d.

4« Huaan repources, development

60, "hz implementation of the. La^os Plrji of Action requires "the.
identification and development in sufficient quantity and ruality of the

expertise needed for carryin^ out priority pz^o^ramines in the iaost important

sectorc of the Plan, -^..iphaoic on the mast cry r zpplicetion and development of

science and vechnolo^y e.c- tools for £.ctivctin^ cclf—reliant and self—sustaining

development calls for a thorough assc&^iacnt and c::pioitation of the natural

resource potentialities of African countries and, above all, for the national

plannin^i development and i^obilisatioii of the human resources of these countries.

Liorcovcr, the over—dependence in the pact on external sources for the supply

of hi^h l'evel exilic *has not only made the costs of mana^ciMent raid other

services extremely hi^Ii but has also been responsible for a ^reater part

of /Erica's balance-of—payments probler.is.

^13; Ihte- ration of human resources,development in over—all '

and economic ;rowth

69. African countries.should therefore, accord hi^h priority to the
fcllouinj, iiicasurcs and actionc related to hui;ian resources development and

deployiaent s
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(a; Assessment of national manpower needs in the crucial sectors of
natural resources exploitation, science and technology, industrial development,

transformation and development ox the rural subsector, development of energy
resources, transport and communicationsJ

(cj involvement of appropriate national administrative and institutional
machineries and capabilities for;

(i; the periodic assessment and planning of manpower needs and
trainin. requirements for adequate exploitation of natural

resource endowment of the countries and performance of other

tackc Evch ac management and research and development in the
same area? . ■

(iiy the co-ordination, orientation and promotion of training
policies and programme which will build up the requisite cadre
in all other priority areas listed in the Plan?

(iii> the mooili~ation of funds for accelerating the trainin^ of
experts in the crucial areas of engineering, entrepreneurchip
and management $ and

(iv; the inotitutionalisation of a central advisory council for
human resources development and utilization;

(c) In compliance with the recommendations of the First Conference of
ministers responsible for ilu.. an Resources Planning, Development and Utilization
held in monrovic. in October ISol, countries should wive priority to the

reoricntation of tlx, education system to render it more responsive to the

^rowinw needs of the dynamic transformation of /.frican economies by u

the productive capacity of the mass of the populationj

intencification of action in expandin^ the role of hi,jher educational

institutions so that they produce the quantity, quality and types of skills,

laiowled^e and attitudes required to ihipleuent the i-ajos i;lan of Action by;

(i) reorienting curricula in all fields to the needs of trans^
rural communitiesj

(ii) developing courses in appropriate technologies for application in
food preservation and storage, rural transformation, solar energy,

nuclear energy, etc,, with particular emphasis on practical training

(iii) consolidating and reorienting university research, especially,
at the post-graduate level, to achieve a much greater degree of

relevance for agricultural, industrial and general socio-economic
developmentj

(iv) intensifying efforts to integrate university.-end industry-^ased ■
research activities as a means of eliminating the current

aependence on expatriate personnel for industrial development and
expansionj
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(v) formulating manpower plans in consultations with third level
education institutions for ensuring the training of suitable

numbers and quality of experts for the crucial sector's of the plan;

(vi) relying increasingly on the use 'of educational and other training
facilities within ^'rica for manpower development and makin ; such

education development-based as well as structured to solve

development problemsj

(vii) decentralizing university ant: other institutions to rural areas
aiid providing n.ore opportunities'for training, retrtdhirfj,'"and'

up-^radi^ skills for civil servants, engineers, agriculturists,

teachers, managers and other professionals already operating

within the economy;

(e) Adoption of dynai.iic pro^raiiimcs of macs literacy and adult learninr
through both formal and non—formal systems of education and training with the

aiia of developing more enlightened, luiowled^cablc and innovative workerg and
citizensj

j

(f) Development of a dynamic system cf :aonitorint. i.ianpowcr supply and
demand within various sectors of the economy as a tool or maintaining a

policy of creating employment for school leavers and integrating the productive,

distributive and other sectors of the economy;

(^) Integration of human resources planning and development at all levels of
project forinulation and implementation with a view to nurturing the ^.rowth and

'survival of indigenous expertise and entrepreneurship;

(h) a thorough analysis of the magnitude of and reasons for the brain
drain and assessment of uays of reducing sit to a winiwuia and attracting back

expertise in areas of hioh priority in the La_os Plan of Action;

Vi) Xn collaboration with the universities, industries and other bodies, a
comprehensive review of the content of all educational programmes and textbooks

in an effort to make education more relevant to the needs of the Lar-os Plan of

Action*

i> Uomenand development

70. ^An analysis of the present status raid conditions of life and.work of ■'-
women shows that they are heavily concentrated in the rural areas of /ifrican

countries, and-are primarily employed in subsistence agriculture and food processing

as well as trade, and industries for consumer joods and crafts. In social life,

they are relegated to narrowly demarcated social welfare and community concerns.

71, The full development and.utilization.of women, as a lar^e component of t ■-.
the national hvuaan resource potential for industrial entrcpreneurshi- , management,

production, marketing, distribution, research and experimental development,

institutional services (such as banking, insurance, shipping civil aviation,
business consultancy, tourism, etc,/ and 30 on, is a necessary condition of the

implementation of the La^os r'lan of Action and its successors. i.orcover,
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this need, is enhanced by the jrovin^ reco,^nition of the importance of

incorporating historical and socio-cultural recourcec in the dynamics of

implementation of the Plan.

72. The process of the darelopment and full exploitation of the human

resources potential is a natter 01' increasing urjency if the joal of self-reliance

is to be pursued and if. the present and expected costs of imported cervices arc

to be reduced,

Uecomaondation IS: Effective integration of women in the development process

73- Tn Tiew of the foro^oin^, it is recoiuiiiended that the following
measures be talcen by member States s

(a) Review of woaen's role in agricultural production and distribution

with a view to facilitating their access to improved technology and means of

production;

(b) Review of women's access to education, science and technology so

as to enable them to participate fully in the process of industrial development.

Gpecial efforts have to be made at the national level to review the incentive

system appropriate to encouraging women and ^irlc to talcefull advantage of

opportunities for cclf-i^provin^ education and training and up^radin^ of

existing sicillsj .

(c) Review of problems of women in business with a view to ensuring

that they receive a fair shcre of ^cneral business support services and are.

selected for special training for entrepreneurial, managerial, technological, etc.,

functions. It should be recognized that the informal sector involves the greatest

share of women, who need access to supportive services and institutions;

(d) Study visits to appropriate countries to ^ain familiarity with

special measures and pro^rar..mcE for accelerating the education and employment

of woraen and i;irls of unusual talent potential.

(e) Cpecial measures for identifying and accelerating the access of women

to decision-aa:d.n,_, positions in -overauent, parastatals and multi-national

economic co-operation institutions (i.e. committees of paractatalc on procedures

for identifying, training and employing women in, e.j, business planninj,

niana^ciaent, production, marlcetin^, " A ^, etc. J; .

(f) Inclusion in the duties and responsibilities of jovcrnwent organs

responsible for manpower studies and planning of the responsibility for ■•

monitoring trends in the education and employment of wor.ien and factors affecting
these trends, with a view to developing corrective strategies, and t ■ ■ .

(«) Review of existing arran^a.icnts for co-operation with and support

of national women's orranizations with a view to strenctheninj ^ir role in

the above and other pro^raHacG for women.
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lie?lth services, includin. community water supply and sanitation

74. -I---- thett, ^.idc-linecj ::o specific recommendations havcr'Lo^n judged^

necessary for health services because there arc at Icact three plans of action

prepared under the auspices of the World Health1 Organization which should be

considered integral parts of the L-ajos Plan of Action: "Lon^j-tcrui -loalth Planning

for the Africa -ie^ion, 1S7^-2OCO"L/^ 'Voruulr.tin^ Strategics .for Health for all-,
by the year 2000",^ ^d •'global Strategy for health for All by the Year 2000".2/

Although the period l>3l-lS£0 has boon declared the .International

in'jLn^ water Supply end Sanitation ^ecade, in&r.ber States are still in the

process of preparin.j their national prowraiij»es» ilowever, at the African ^eji

Meeting on Prooloiiis and Heeds of Africa in Community -rater Supply Sanitation

in August 19C0j the following , uidelines were agreed upon0

*\ecoi^.icndation 20: formulation of pro rai.ii.ies for cofauuunitv water 8/

cuonlv and panitqtion fpr, the period 3,^0-0—1CQO

(a/ To cctablich or :V la a -suitable.iiat,ipjxel ..ac.t.ipn_ ,cpi.a.iittce with a

pcrr.ianent secretariat (including the designation of an officer to provide

a liaison with UHj3P) and brinj together the national authorities in the sector
and relevant agencies of financing planning resources, etc., to plan and

co-ordinate the decade activities;

('-} To specify institutional arranjciaents and the allocation of
responsibilitiec including those for planning, the iuple-^entation of programmes>

operations and ifiaintenance;

(c) To access the current status of the sectorj

(d) To jiiake an. investigation^ identification and evaluation of possible
alternatives to define levels of service in respect of costs and determine the

Icastwcoct technologies in order to obtain r.iaxiiaun: benefit from limited available,

resources I . . .

(e) To set specific targets to be achieved over the period of the
Decade rjid for specified shorter periods of ticc to siesh witii national

development plane;

■* Lon^-tonii Health Plaiuiin,j for the African .i*e-ion, lS7-'-2000.» .iejional

Cffico for Africa, './orld Health 0r^aniz3ation, 3raszavillc, 1974.

0/ Formulating Strategies for Health for All by the Year 2000, ..'orld Health
Organization, Geneva,,

U Global "trato^y for Health for All by the Year 2000, '.,'orld Health Organi

zation,. ^

?or a fuller discussion of the issues involved, see "Report of the African

»ie0ional i-eetinj on Problems and ileeds of Africa in Community is7atcr Supply and

sanitation11 (^/Cr!.14/iL.u/;^;/7/.-
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{-2, To identify priority project::, raid/or activities and establish
schedules for their iuple^entation on a year-by-year basics

(j r£z- define staffin_ and lojictics in relation to the projrauiae

of implementations

(h) To establish fundinw i..echanisus.

7, jood and a ricultur^

w- As the food and agriculture situation and--problems differ from

one country to another^ tl- first step is Vor .ovicrlii-^rts-W-CKStu-.o aOw tne-

Tarooo-ed priorities and su _ectec action pro^rai...iec apply in the contact ox
the'concrete situations of their own countries. Therefore the exercise could

be lool;ed at fro., the follouin^ perspectives, 7xCi.cly: _ .

21:' ' ^ovioVof rll'ciiictin' aifaVitien r^" thef n?tionrl level in

the, food and nutrition sector

77, Tl:is ic essential ac a steppin--stcne to a critical appraisal of

all food and nutrition prq, r^acc. ^ter the appraisal, opecifie priorities
will have to be established and projects that are not i.cctin^ the -rcatcet
CB,rccncy needs in the area of food and nutrition uill have to be.discontinued

to release funds and resources for projects- and pro:,rarmies ^cctinw and

contributing towards increased food self-sufficiency. These priorities are

clearly listed within the La^os Plan of j'-ction • .

(a; deduction of food losses;

("-,/ Improved food security;

(c> Increased food production of foocl cropc, livestock and fisheries _

through increased rural incomes and improved price policies that create an

incentive for food production;

(d) forestry production (includin^ control of erosion and deserti-

(c) /-iricultural research in the relevant areas5 ^

(f) Agricultural-cxteusioti services,. . . .

78e Action in this area could be undsrtal:on through a co-ordiaatinj-

body .cin- the facilities of local as "well as international consultants in the
- ricultural field with the cheapest and uost effective-poceiolo means, in
this connexion, local universities and research institutes could ue
M*ili=od into a consultative ^roup which will ravicu and critically apprise

on-'oin ■ overnmental projects in the area of food production .and nutrition
alon- thVlines su^ected cove. Tiiic nill in the first instance inoxcate
.overrents1 arcs of priority action in their interpretation oi the La^os

rlan of Action.
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ilecommcndaton cl ' ^sta-lichmcnt ox national tac; forgo for food and nutriti

7S. -Tho tr.c fore, is to co-ordinute activities-of- all ministries, " ■ '
institutions and all multilateral and .bilateral international organizations

concerned rith food and nutrition problems in the country. The tci£.: force

should ~e ,.\iven full responsibility for immediate and effective increases

in food availability throughout the country. Jor the ^Hfectivenesc of the

tac. force, the follouin^ /;uidc—lines are proposed!

\cj ;-n ii.iiaedia.te inerea.ce should be effected i,i the national budget

allocated to agriculture, without which th^rc con be little effective action;

(-; .'. cou;'dit:;icnt should ^c ..iade that, henceforth, a subotantially
incrcaccd proportion of all foreign aid (loonc and ^rante - OD/J woulc.
be invected in tho food and agriculture sector, at leact for the rect of the

decade. Thic :rill ..iini.^ice the diversionary tacticc and saleci.iaiiship of

sonie doiiorc. Conce uently, donors genuinely concerned with i».iprovin i;i

/.frier.?£ economic situation i:ill be well inforued of Govcnu.icntc1 priorities;

(c) Effective trade liberalization at national, subrc.ional and regional
levels must be vi puroucly pursued. To this end, it is imperative to decide

categorically and immediately on free movement for all food and agricultural

ran materials within the regionj

(dj .aye and means should ^e found for ^cnoratin^ ii^proved rcspcncivencss
and action should oe ta.^en to implement previous relevant proposals, pro ;ra::::»ies

and projects at the national, subre;;ional and regional levels;

\o/ .bove has to _o hand in hand with effective pricin^ and fiscal

policies in favour of the agricultural sector, both in the short and lonr runs,

without tvhich resource allocation in the private cector uay reflect inconsistencies

and iiiipedc programme cohesion j

(fy i?urthen.iore, ac a basic principle, a rapid expansion of integrated
e-iall—scale villa, e—level ajro-allied procesrin;; on a massive scale is conducive

to improved food preservation arid increased production. This policy will

clearly assist in improvin fan..— ate value-added, increasing farn income

and rural employment, and ;huc lay the foundation for rural traiiefon.iation; and,

(j Payment ox subsidies x;hcro necessary to assist farmers has to be
determined on the oasis of priorities. . . ..

80. ..ction in this area should be undertaken .simultaneously with the
first proposal and could include assistance froia the international agencies under

the proposed strategic revioxr missions whocc terms of reference arc reproduced

■below!

Terms of referanoe ojf f iO propound strrto iV r.^v-i ^T., n± •

81. The purpose of the.strategic review missions is to :adyise
on tac aaaptian ox appropriate policies ^ institutions, as well as the determinat

on
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M^ af!fC,fOr P™OToc - the field of agricultural and rur

82. xa ..enoral teruc, th. ,,ic=ionc will _ndert^e -che' folloKi.^ tic::== ■•

-nd ---1 d^'i^e::iCtiU- P°iicic= r~nd P^^:,.1OE in the fields of agricultural
self-sufficiency and food cecuri^f *~-^^ ^' ^«* °» ^-oved food

^^^ cconomic' Pfc/cical, tochnioal and

kc) In tne li^ht of thcajove reviexz end accecsincnt, dcten inc fv

,-,/i-i ^-■>--, >-• - ■ ^. ""l " A* '-Al-i-1^_> policies raid pro rciiiuec and
naiCwLe uic .^roaa i;.iplicationc of -urh -r'v^-J- .--.-s-r, -;-, ^ ^
llocation (domestic and c=:tcniGl)"; <iCJ^t""~ltD ln ien-G of rcoourcc

ate oo^i-^ ^^i^ Tear f°r ^.P^r^oc and projects and
L.ie ,oi,uiacion anc aPprr.ical of cuch prc^i-ai.;uoc and projects;

ovcriCc,-^rfOn" ^ °thCr rcl°VCJlt *«"« ^^ «P«i in consultation <;ith the

ti on

83. Th, co,nPoction of the uieaionc could bo li .it.d to the provision
Ox cxpcrticc in poncv c^r>6. n-'o ■-■- -it

o in finance Ld ro^^
, crop production,

84. .The exact composition of. the-tea* will be determined in .conc-ltation ■
uith the :.overni,10nt concerned. The ctrare^y review :,±csionc T;ill Yielded

any ,._.:

be at two levels (national and international) in relationThio Td at two levels (national and international) i

t'r^ °l^f^jr^ '1 th- ^^ 1^1. "is essential that
^i/ o. .iwm.iir.1 ^c-oi-t oi -not :..orc thai: tuo -3£ ec or, each .ai

-iUG co torce'concicc ^d u^'ui in t:- --- «
-aieve.,..v, areac of failure, c^d rccouucacfetionc for

a
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of the priorities listed in the h,oc ^lfJ1 of Action, the relevant inflation
iaust include a year-oy-ycar pro,;ram.,.e of activities that Governments hove -et
for tnc implementation of priority areas including achievements and constraint-
bemj faced.

»ecom.icindation 2A: A ricultural consus

86. t.z a basis for rcorientation in the food i\nd agriculture .sector

each member otatec should, where it has not joen done recently, undertake
an agricultural census with a view to obtaining information on production
Uevels and coupoeittoaj aid poat-harvect loscos, factor inputs (water, land
clearance, land reclamation, fertilizers:, labour and machinery, if any);
production organization, distribution facilities, including co-oporativee,
iaar.;eta.n:, boards and transport facilities and problems confronting production
and distribution, includin^ government policies on prices, credit,"subsidies,
clxuatxc conditions and mana^ient. The following should also be carried out:
analysis of activities in tcnao of contribution to satisfaction of domestic
needs | analysis of labour by ^radec; and analysis of tcciinolo. y used by factor
proportions and sources.

87. The information obtained- from this exercise coupled with that "
available frost soil analysis and the analysis of the activities of research
and dcvelopucnt institutions in the food raid agriculture sector should provide
a coi^id oacic for freoh efforts in this important sector. ■ — . ' .

o. Industry

8Q. Cincc the adoption of.;.the L^oc'Flan of action, the United Nations '
general ass aubly has formally,declared thc'"j«*rtod 1S3C-19C9 as the Industrial
development decade for Uri.^ and tau C^fcrcnee of .frican ,-inicterc of Industry
met ana preparea an IOuj, pro^ra-iac in the content of the implementation of the
industrial component of the Plan.— The ^uide-linec provided here are based
on t.ic ...oouliticc worked cut oy the ...inictcrc for the implementation of the
industrial decade pro^rrj.u.ioJ

tiocoai^endation 2-.; ffori.iation of national coorcinatia co»uflittoc»n

89- i-a ordwi- to accelerate the. i;.ioL_.«o:i"tatic:-. zx the I.iductrial '
Oecade pro^rc^me, each ..souber Ctatc"should set up a national coordinating
coL^aitteo whoce tac; will be to provide direction and uidance for the ~
translation of the "frai^cwor.: for t.ij becade proj.-rar.ii.ie11 into a national
pro^rara;c for the pra.iotion, iiiiplcnentation and ...onitorin of the Decade at
tnc national level.

2/ -ee General ^ccci-ibly rccolution
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90. The national co-ordinatiti^-eoiimdttcos which should"pe a.adc up of .
hi^h-level experta drawn frc;.i .linieiricc of industry, planning agriculture,

natural recourcec, encrjyi finance, transport and coLaaunicationo, education,

trade and commerce, parastatal organizations involved with industrial development,
major private sector eiiterprir.es, ci.ir.ll-scaie enterprises, educational and

research institutions, private consultancy organisations, chambers of industry,

commerce, etc., trade unions, inajor political parties and other relevant bodice
should be concerned with the following

uJ r:-oriiotion and popularisation of the decade IVo-rai.u.;^;

(by Organization of national seminars and brain-ctori-in- :.ieetinwc on
the various issues relevant to th^ uocado ac far ac the country ic concerned,0

(c> Organization of the diagnosis and analytic of the industrial structure
of the countryj and

Arrangements in collaboration with the ministry of Uatural Resources
and other relevant bodiec for the collection and analysis of information on the

natural resources available in the country ac bads for deteruinin fer.cible

product linec which the country can undertr.,.e individually or in cc—operatin uith
other /-frican countries,

^ecoriuaendation 26: Incorporation of the concepts and ideac of tlie Decade

pro refine in the frq...e;rorl: of national dGvclopucnt -oals

and objectives

91. /he implementation of the prc^;~a,,,ie for the ■ Industrial DqyeXop;,:ent
decade should be^in with the incorporation,. as appropriate, of itc subpro.-jraj.aaec,
concepts and ideac into the frai..euor : of national perspective Ion;;- and iaediurn-

teru davclop,wont ^oalc. In thic conncr.ior., ai. i:..;jortiuvj point of departure will be

the identification 01 the indiwenouc productive cr.pr.citicc which, if created,

would enable individual 'jjcrican countries ^radually to ucct frohi within their

chan^in^ dci..estic basic r.ocds and ;ey development inputs re uirciaentc. It should

be understood that tb*. ^ocr.d^ pro rr...:;.,e ic ai..ied at creatin^ a foundavion for the

achievement of sclf-rolianco :uid selx-custai^.cnt in accordaiico with the objectives
of the -^a^oc Plan of *.ction«,

92. Jor i,:any countries, and ^roups of couhti-i - there would be a need

to uodify exictin^ plans, pro_,rai«.^s r^id policies so ac to facilitate the

introduction of net: national and ...ultinational strategics raid the establishment

of structures rcruircd to develop and i..iplo;,iwit appropriate priority pro^rai^i.ies

in relation to priority needs. To this onCf there will also be a iicod to

undertake a dia~notctic and r^ulytical ctudy of the exictin^ industrial

structure with a view to chancing .jiotjIcc^u r.bout industrial characteristics and

the practical factors that ii.ipede national Efforts to industrialism.

S3- "-uch a dia^nodtic ^«d anr.lyticr.1-ctucy uill cover the structure
of industry in tor^s of product a;id production organisation % analysis of factor

inputs and sources; analysis o2 the contribution of the sector to i,;eetin^ doiacstic

needs; analysis of i.:raipo or by c.-illcj and analysis of technology e;,:ployed in

teri.ic of factor proportions and sources.



94» -it. view of the importance attached to the" domestic production of inputs
into food and agriculture, a^ro-industries, energy eneration and transmission,

transport and communications, minin^ and small-scale industries, the areas

of interest to meuber States will be amon;_ the following ^roupsi (i/ minin_
and proceseii-.0 of iron ores, copper, bauxite> basic chemicals, petroleum and

^as; and phosphates, potash, salt and other chemical rcM materials,

fii) key intermediate -oods industries, c._. iron and steel, copper products
and aluminium, ammonia, phosphoric acid, phari..aceuticals and other basic

chemicals and building ...aterialt and selected areas of mechanical and electrical

engineering industries, including, spare parts. Those will of course be

combined with consumer ^oods.

95« ' ' The .inowled^e of the r.iajcr product lines c. country expects to produce.

over the median-Jid lon^ -en., as well as the quantitative targets in material

terms, when combined with a commitment to produce the desired output, utilizing

i^di^enous agents of production as much as possible, would enable the country

to determine the raw material needs ac well as intermediate productsj the scope

of its management and skilled manpower rec-uirevents; orders of majnitude

of the financial investment requirement at least for Itey products as well as .

the scope of technolo0ieal and desion capabilities to be developed. ■ ■

Recommendation 27: review and readjustment of the overnfaental machinery for

industrial development

96. The efficiency of tho ^overn.uen-tr.1 r.iacliinery for the allocation-
of resources and regulation of agents of industrial production and The -^i/

efficiency with which their activities are carried out need to.be evaluated.*"""

In this connexion, the activities of the uinistry of industry or a similar body,,

its extension services and location policy should be critically examined, as

well-as the mutual feedback between the Ministry of Industry and the ministries

'and joverniiient institutions responsible for agriculture, trade and commerce,

mines and minin^, power, transport and communications, monetary and fiscal

policies, statistical cervices and industrial research, etc.

97« '-"c the sectoral levely.:JLt is'rmportant .that the i.iinictry of "Industry, _.

industrial parastatals and other institutions be well organized and staffed in

a iflanner conducive to specialization and complementarity. The ministry of

Industry should thus pursue a policy of harmonious operational relationship with

the other i.iinistries and ^overni.tental or^ans, which must ta,;e into account the

complementaritics of their i;;atually supportive and feedback activities. A

focal point must oe establisiied within the ministry to act as secretariat of the

national co-ordinatin^, committee to handle the day-to-day work of the Oecade

and to liaise with the central organizations (OAu, uiflDO and ^C/.y and other

bodies set up at the regional and subr«_,ional levels for the

—' i^or further information on this point, see document ii/Ii3B«.l/IiJ*\/W?/2,
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98. . The ig^leraontation of the programing wili depend largely, on the
t;oals, behaviour and capacities of the agents of industrial production and

distribution (which in the region, comprise indigenous"private, State and
foreign investors), and incentives offered to thei.i. iiencc, depending on

domestic conditions and utilising the relevant experience of other third

world countries, it ie recommended that measures betaken to enable £tate and

private enterprises to produce the products enumerated in paragraph reco&iwendation

2 above. Public utilities must also be involved in this orientation*

(a) Public sector enterprise

99. It io'i-3coi-.iondcd that public sector enterprises should bo run on -1
commercial basis with the ri^ht to hire and fire raid possibly with some equity

and chares held by workers as incentives.

100, To assist public sector industrial enterprises in particular and
other public enterprises in general in their operations, it is further su^jested

that j^oveminents should set up a co-ordinating, body such as a ^rej u of Public

iintcrprices which would be used for evolvin,j a couuion policy and approach to

similar problems encountered in various State enterprises^ although they raay

to different ministries.

101, The 3ureau wills. . _ ,

(a) Promote national consultations amonj public enterprises or, the role

they could play in the adoption of the uecadc programme within the frameworl: of

national resources, circumstances and possibilities and itc implementation;'

(b; Organize stuuy tours to 3tatv; enterprises in different sectors in such

countries as iiexico, India, Brazil, etc. ..'ith such a "deiiionstration effect",

countries could learn fro.., successful public enterprises in other developing, countries

and

(c) Organize national consultationc aricinj out of the study tours surested

above9 including considerations of technical ascictonco from enterprises visited,

joint ventures| etc., on the oacis of TCl<C frai^cxvor.c. In addition, it may be

desirable to have

(iy a national academy of Citato enterprise h.ana^ers or a similar

arrangement to provide training for human resources development

at various iaana^.crial levels; and establish,

(ii) a permanent national laachincry for consultations auon^ State

enterprises on the status cjid procpocts of the national economy and

the role of ^tate enterprises, on improvements in performance and

perfonuance indicators, etc.; ' " '

(iii> hiultinational associations of ^tate enterprises operating within

the same sector or subsector with a view to prou.otin0 joint initiatives

as indicated above.
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(by i*ediu..i and Uaall—scale industries

102* " In the area of i..edium-and ,cmail-^cale industries :ih -both urban
and rural areas, iadi,enovc private enterprises and/or co-operatives he.ve

the potential for i..a.;iii^ the rcatect contribution to fie development of

industry. Therefore, it is recommended that the -following measures should

be taUen with a view to promotin^ such industries!

(a; The.crcation of a small-ccale enterprise Promotion Centre for
thic purpose;

(b> Compilation, of a list of indi. cnouc smell-scale businesses and

prospective small industrial entrepreneurs uho ^enuinely need and see-; the

assistance and support of the Government;

(cy ^ctablishment of physical support pyptei-s. The cost of industrial

premises ic: one of the factors'wJbuLcli. inhijsit. ao-tOatini.saalX..p.r.C>c;o;cjica .from

enj.a^in^; in industrial production. To improve thic situation, it is recommended

that member otates which have not done so -should embark on planned construction

of industrial premises ta.aLnj into account the supply of water, electricity and other

utilities. Assurance of availability of raw materials, especially those in short

supply in the country, of machinery, equipment and epare parts and maintenance

services should be part of the pac'ta^e of thic assistance. Cihiilarly, there

should be prototype centres for suall—scale industrial units to experiment with

and innovate new products and premises as well as coiiimon testing facilities and

ruality control Methods. These facilities could be rented to individuals and/or

co—operatives.

(d) Consultancy services. The lacl; of adec-uate facilities and costs of
formulating jjid preparing industrial projects restrict the volume of industrial

investment. Therefore, to assist indigenous industrialists, each member ^tate

should create a national consulting engineering corporation whose tashs will

include project design and detailed enjineerin j choice of production technology;

selection and procurement of ..iachincry and e uipruent| aonitorinj of project

construction? management concultiii^;°, and lc^r.l advice. Other activities of the

corporation would bo the dcvelopuont of a portfolio of projects which would

contain project profiles viith broad teclmical and financial parancterc of projects

includin approximate capital coot, return on investment, raw iiiaterial sourcin .

size of ■.iarkctj the preparation of feasibility studies and ,uide—lines on

operation techniques. Appropriate fees would be charged to clients, starting with

a nominal fe- and the rect of the cost paid when the producer has successfully

ctarted opcration;

(c) -financial support. Lac^ of finance could be a vjreat handicap for
er,iall—scale industrialists. To help to deal with thic situation, a special

corporation should be set up to help to search for and mobilize financial

resources for raw materials and equipment. Subsidised interest rates on loans,

transport subsidies and price cupportc arc some of acsictance which such a

corporation can ,_lve£
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(f) uarl.ctin ~ support - A special institution should also be ct up

to act as the i.^r^ctin^ a. cncy for the productc of small-scale- entrepreneurs.

Advice on. ;,:cr-:ctin', ana provision of industrial operational ^anualz: in ooth

official and local lan^uajec should also oq unclerta-ccn oy tnxs msvitution;

(j) Other support ...casurec. Policy i.:eacure~ such as reservation of a

nui.ibcr of itei.is which can be i,;anufactured only by the ci.;r.ll-scalc sector,

incentives to lar^c-ccr.lc industries to develop ancillary ciaall-scale units

as suppliers ox rccuire;.icntc for products and couponcntc for thei.i, and a certain

amount of protection jy 'the -ovenii..cnt fro,.; unfair competition are other measures

that can be tc..:cn to .i^lp :--iediui.i-£:id ci.iall-rcale industrial entropreneure, otill
other meaevrec r.:-e c-^oort for standardisation and cuality control and training and

r.ianpouer development*, the d.cvelop1..oiit of --pproprir.te tcchnolovicr.1 inputc, and the

promotion of tochnice.l co-operation a;ion xlevolopin., coantrioc (TC) i
in the fields of entroprcaievrir.1 r-iid :aana-erial develophicnt and

Support for fersipn invaetofg and

IO3. . The hijh capacity of jforei^n investors an<J,.entrpreneurc is well "1

.jioi-m. ].;oreover, theeo invectors have a ;? :fercnco for specific typos of

projects 1 their perception of rich mid uncertainty in Africa ic. hijh; tliey

Iiave preference for short—term investments; and they are sometimes eii._".ied in

restrictive practices. Vo acco;:;raodate th-r.;, options include (i; careful st--.dy of
their prefcrencoc to determine possible arecc uhere they can contribute

effectively to the industrialization proecEc uivhout ctiflin; indi-enojs

enterpi-isos| preparation of _uide—lines for joint ventures in the context of

indi^cnication pro rrj-iucc; and determination oi' incentives to correspond to

benefits*

Other ..ier.sares to cope with forji^n investors and entrepreneurs

■.Kill include the followin^s

(a) ii.iprovei.tent of industrialisation legislation directives to cope with

the new trends in the pattern and objectives of industrial investment, and

promotion of information syctms t/hich would encourage investors to conforr.1 iidth

national industrial development objectives iiliile ^;ivin_ thcra the necessary of

guarantees J

(b> The design of a pecha^e of incentives such as tax relief aimed at

attracting foreign investment so that the basic developmental objectives of the

country are not sacrificedj

(c) -iaey access to information on investment opportunities, economic

climate, resource endoi.T.icnt and other data uhich a potential foreign investor

needs to develop his interest. Appropriate project portfolios would also be

of help in this re ;ard?

(d) Creation of an Investment Centre which could .irovide all the information

and facilities to potential investors. Cuch an organization would, of necessity,

have officec in various countries abroad, even on a joint basic with other African

countries.
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(d) Support Pleasures for joint.

105. Joint ventures bottfe^i the ^overnment and forei --i partners siid
between indi-ciiQuc private investors and foreign partrtcrc-arc Tx.;cly to

prove useful~in ir.:plca.iontin;j''t;^ pro^i-m....- ^r the Industrial Development
decade. Therefore the following ...^curor: :.rc recommended for the- promotion

of such ventures:

(r) Assistance to local partner- in the choice 01 ucuitablc joint

venture partners and to ^.Uur. t.ituclly :.cvnntajeouo joint ventures arran■ ;c^cnts

which should be also in harmony with the strat^y of the country? and

(j) Support cervices to local entrepreneurs - public or private In the ■

process of no otiation. The Investment Centre reconmended for foreign investors

could ta_;e on"thie function, however, a ceparatc ■->ody or a division wxthxn
the Centre !iould have to be created uith expertise and C3;pyricncc in t..c process

of ne^otiationG for joint ventures*■■ - - -

(■c) Choice of technolo v

105, ".':eu for^i^n ir.vecti:.ei'/c co.,iinat^s industry' 2.s'iiaE oeon the case
in the i^rican region, the choice of tcclmology and ite coctr in ten.-s of
technical fcec have always been determined '^y the foreign i.;anajcr.icnt according
to their whiius and caprices. To change thic situation, it is important to

fortiulatc a national technological plan and projraiu.ioG ac an integral part of
dcvelo-Xicnt plane. In addition, it is proposed that, depending on the expected

rrovth of indigenous enterprises, ue^ber Ctatec uhich have not done so should

^i) create, initially, one national technological corporation which uill, on

behalf of its clients (r..ainly indi^enouc private, cooperative and state

enterprises) search, evaluate, arid ;ie;ptirte for the purchase of tociinolo^-y,

licences and ec.uiphicntej and (ii; csta^lic'i, depending on th^ potential domestic
dorAand, one or two development corporations to ccuiierciali^e indigenous

teclinolo^ies and nci; products as T.-ell as prototypes for carefully selected

product catc oricc. Thv- corporation T.:ill c.lco ceil tccimicr.l "jioij—how to

loca.1 industry, deciv_ii vjid undoi'taiic inctal-i-r.tioris and tent—rune 0

(f) /vole of -Tovcrniaent e

107. Government expenditures ^onstxtute-^sioiificant jortions of. all
expenditures in an> weo.ioiay. This pure iiasin^ ^.^r-can De ^uici has historically

been uccd to stimulate the _routl; of specific brra'iches of industry. Therefore,

where it is not yet the practice, it is reco;^..ended that i.iCiTiber states should

use the r..ethod of allocr.tiniL; certain shares 01 purchrtccs for sicall- and rnediuin

scale enterprises and enact procurement Ivmc ti.at uill favour small—and medium—

scale industri^c. Juch -leasures r.;ay nu^d to-be suppl-ei.iented by rationalisation

pro^:rai."iic ai.,;ed at up_rcdin: e- uipm^nt, financial support, standardisation,

quality control, and efficient organization of i^ar^etin^, possi-ly through a

suall—scale industrial developuent and i.:ar^^ti;i"" coroorction,
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Hocoaniondation 2C: Collective self-rclieaiice

Thij implementation Qf the industrial programme section pjf the

Lauoc Pltai of Action will definitely redrc the poolin_ not only of raw

materials but also of ^arlcotc, hu.::an roaourccc raid institutions. In this

connexion, it is proposed that each member ^tcte ■ .aould establish, within the

appropriate jovcrnuunt structures, facilities for the promotion of intrr.—j*frican

investment in joint ventures especially those for raw ;.ic.terir.ls and intermediate

~oodc production and cruity participation by other African countries in national

projects uith payments in products aiid/or barter trade; the joint use of trainin;

institutions; and the establishment of traclin,. enterprises to promote the sale

of products of joint ventures. To achieve these objectives, Measures will have

to be tal;en to reform domestic trade and distribution including the control of

internal distribution by indigenous businesses "with all that implies in terms

of credit, management and mar.xtin^, traiiiin;;, etc.

1 9. -c ere wany ?e:s-;:: ::.,/ c^^ei-L cj.C i ccircc ctt^ntiqn ,-iust b9 .
paid to the building and construction seeder, including the ancillary cuoject of

buildin^ materials production and distribution. i?rcL.i the information available,

this sector is one of the fastest ^rouin_ sectors of any African country, thanhs

to various -overniLcnt projects, rising population and urbanization and expai

devclopiiicnt and jrowth activities in general. It is the fastest employment

^encratin^ sector even though such oi.i?loyi.icait is not stable because of the

demand and supply situation in the sector. It is the sector where there arc

^ood opportunities for developing and iuprovin^ suall-and i.iediur.i-scalc

entrepreneurial capabilities. 3ocaus^ of its larje need for intermediate

inputs (ouin_ to the extensive activities covered* dainc and hydro-electric scheme,

tunnels, airports, stadiUiiis, railroads, underground railway**» harbours, hi-hways

and bridges, lemd reclcu.:ation, worl:cf industrial buildin^c, residential buildings

including pr-ufabricatod onccy, it ic tlv- sector that now depends heavily on

external sources for such inputs and accordingly it is the sector where there

are opportunities for inter-Ctate co-operation i:i the production of building

s, e-uipueiit and r.iaclxinery.

.•.x-.e rcw^arc^i ..~c.;: z,—c-..v. 'c^r.'c ^-/ i_:':;;,.;i:ic.c ox co:is'cr^ati.OxinWQpi..

ccuirw; .special oruipi.ient and specialized construction workers, (ii/ only a
number- of building jobs hav^ to be dene oxclucivv-ly by r^alificd wor!;orcj and

(iii) for most operatiorf, it is possible to substitute labour for eruipiaont and

use unolcillcd and seini-sld.llcd workers,— it has also o^n found that "just over

a cmartor of uross output ;_oes in uajes and salaries, the rest is depreciation,

interest, rent and profit",13 Tuas wix.n it is I-iiown that the bij, contracts

12/ Jur en xiiedel and ^ic^fricd Ochults, Construction and building material

industry in developinj countries, economics (A bilingual collection of

recent ^eri~an contributionc to che i.?ield of ^coiioi-iic Science;, vol. 21,

Ibid p.42
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...ic: t... i.uor..r.tio.. ; vr.il:. 1- i- -ortl7 ~^ "^ «»»inatoa ~7 xorei ;n ^

noticor.ly rcdacoo tli. i^act on tho .rocc doucotic product, v.c well as (procuccc^
a negative n.t bdlanc.-of-oayWitc offuct ■^c^c o^ :,i.:iiinr.l or non-e::xctonc

cx?ortc"«i4/ -v.ll in r.Il, conctructioii app^crc to be r. ccctor which, than.;c to
it- liV- "ith tlu: .-ildi:- ...titurialc induetr^ r^u with oth^r jraichoD of
manufacturing, (aftd natural rccourcoc), ccn ^iiur.t. d^end on a broad i'ront.
Itc potential overall ~c<moiAic^jfuct, hovuvor, ic curtailed Jy tao constant

prcccurc on the iuport front". —^

.^^o.^indr.tioii ^0: Ipdi onization of the buildin". c-irf o.on.-.truction sector

111. it ic rocoumended that JovernmeiitG chould ta:;e the follox-rinj measures

(a) An analycic of buildiiv -^d conotructic-.i activities in t^nac of
(i) ovmcrchio of juoinuscoc, (iiy courcoc of finencinc; (iii) pliycxcal outputs
and cou-oction ac well r.c pr.ttcrnc of d^jcnd; (iv^ ou?loy:acnt trends ana tacir
ca-raoction in tortx of uncliilledr neiui-c^ill^d, called and cpocirJicod Icoouri
(v)" types of uatorialc banu used and sources5 and ^vi) types of tocmolo-y in

t^ruc of factor proportion r^id source?

(j) Inventory of deposits of mineral ran iaaterials for the building
materials industry and investigation of pocsibiliti^c for their pros?ectn\;

and exploitation 1

(c; -2str;~lisilent of buildin; i.aterials ^r^ufacturinr industries at tiie
national l^vel if possible and on a i..ultir.r.tionr.l basis in order to reap th~

advantages of econohiieo of scale;

(d) roruulation of policies to assist indi^enour entrepreneurs through

(i) finance; (ii) trainings and (iii; support cervices iu terv,s of information

on materials courcin^ and t^cl^nicai advice|

(«) ^stablic'owient of inctitutianc for research on the suitability of

local buildinw materials and dicsu.icninr.vion of the results of cuch research^

(f) .-iicourr^cwant of ;.ior^. subcontracting by bi^ finnc so as to help cmall-
mediu:.i-scale operatorc wain experience and ■-■uild up their capabilitiesj

Ibid PP-44-4L

ibid ?.L3
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U Vrainin. oz oroi.ccionr.1 P.oPI. (civil cnjincU Vrainin. oz oroi.ccionr.1 P.oPI. (civil cnjinc.rc, ;;rchitoctc,

^ ^ ^c;:.vc:^i^ fi^.c. fOrci_n w.chcn^ and .o^conncl

t - !"" -na^r.a-:. t,w .x^. Proj^ot£ in th. .nit^d .!r:tionE Tr-mcoort raid

etc -nc " " ' -'Ulldl:;-' i? .K otl:.r ..ildin^c construction

■ , ^J/ "yc*^«^i=---tioii ox t:iw ctr.ticticc on .uildirx^ rjic construction,
ixicxuaxn_, tnc cnon.o.c activities .oin^ on in tliv, informal ccctor.
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1C. Human Settlements

112. Uncontrolled economic activities and rapid population growth have resulted in

what for lack of better words has been described as the negative effects of development and

economic growth': depleted natural resources and the desertion of such areas by the

inhabitants; rural-urban migration and the consequent imbalance between the urban and

rural areas of the country; pathological urbanization with the associated problems of

rapid build-up of shanty towns, urban congestion, inadequacy of water, electricity,

health and education services.

113. As a result of all these, the quality of life has become materially, affected.

Development and economic growth activities are becoming more and more costly. It is in

order to eliminate totally these past and present adverse effects of development and

economic growth as well as to prevent their occurrence in the future that human settle

ments policy and programmes are necessary. Such policy and programmes require that

constant attention be paid to (i) the distribution of the population in relation to

production, distribution and facilities for human survival natural resources, transport

and communications, water, other utilities, and recreation facilities; and (ii) a

balanced and appropriate spatial distribution of administrative, economic, social,

cultural and physical infrastructural facilities as means for sustaining development

and economic growth activities. In other words a sound town planning policy that

integrates socio-economic and spatial aspects of planning in a mutually supportive

way constitutes the heart of human settlements policy and programmes.

Recommendation 31. Integration of human settlements policy and programmes

in the process of development and economic growth

114. In order to initiate action and sustain activities in this important area,-

it is recommended that member States should take the following measures, where they

are not already being taken:

(a) Establishment of the legal basis for human settlements planning through the

creation of an.institution which should be able to deal with the main components of

physical planning: national urban policy; policy on the pattern of land use; and

policy on the urban land situation;

(b) Survey and analysis of the existing situation with respect to human settlements

with a view to establishing the data base for action. Such survey and analysis should

have physical, geographic, demographic, economic, social and cultural components;

(c) Preparation of a national physical plan comprising a national atlas showing

the desirable pattern of surface utilization, national grids of water and power, natural

resources, networks of highways and communications channel; such a national physical

plan should also show the national settlement structure which would result in the

foreseeable future if the different plans designed to achieve an identified image of

that future are implemented;
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(d) Development of a comprehensive building and construction policy aimed at

strengthening the capabilities and capacities of indigenous entrepreneurs as

already discussed under the section on building and construction above expanding
demand for housing needs particularly of the lower income groups through appropriate

land policy, sites and services and financial help; ,

(e) Integration of human settlements policy and programmes into the framework
of socio-economic planning by stressing the need to bring about the integration of
urban and rural settlements into a mutually supporting network of production and

exchange; and , . _ , . .

(f) A continuous evaluation of physical spatial and environmental aspects of t

national plans and an economic appraisal of physical development proposals so as ^o

avoid and remove spatial disparities in the distribution of the benefits of national
growth, income inequalities among different regions and social strata, and generally

unsatisfactory environmental conditions both in rural and urban areas.

. . . 11. Environment and Development '. . ,

115= As recognized^in the Lagoj Plan of Action, continued neglect of the damage
that uncontrolled development and economic growth activities can do to,tl>e environment

is bound to endanger future growth and development possibilities. Hence the need for
continuous monitoring of the impact of human activities and natural phenomena on the
ecosystem, Moreover since development and growth activities have spatial, sectoral,

and human dimensions, the problems, of environment and development have to be handled
at these levels. Further, the impact of such activities has to be anticipated and
planned for. instead of being allowed to take, the authorities and the population unawares

ReccTmnendation 52. Management of environmental Jgolicies^ . .■,-,.

116= In, view of the foregoing and cs a means of managing envircnnental itL-pblemsy

effectively, it is recommended that member States:. ; .- . , :.... ...

(a) Establish or strengthen its national environmental secretariat or other
environmental machinery at the highest possible level to cc-ordinats the various
strategies and programmes that are being duk'tuopeu »f £"& various ministries, for :
solving sectoral environmental problems as already described in tbe Lagos Plan of
Action, at the national, subregional and regional levels;.

(b) Collect data on existing environmental, problems in the areas., pf natural

resources exploitation, water and <iir pollution and conservation management^prac£ices
and analyse and disseminate them through environmental education and community t;t£inin
to create awareness about environmental protection for the improvement of ,tbe

of life of the people; ■ ■ v . ■.-...■ ;-.;
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(c) Strengthen legislative and law-enforcement departments and procedures to

review existing environmental laws, develop new laws as the need arises and make their

enforcement effective especially for the control of exploitation of natural resources

for sustained economic development;

(d) Establish a national standards board to set up national environmental health

criteria and the tolerable levels of chemical pollutants (including solid waste) from

industry and agriculture in the air. soil, water £nd in the marine environment in

co-operation with ARSO, WKO, etc.;

(e) Strengthen the national standards/analytical laboratories and identify

country-wide research institutions and university laboratories to monitor pollutants

in the air, soil and waters to protect the human environment;

(f) Create and/or enhance public awareness for the protection of the environment

through the use of environmental education programmes in the national news media so that

public participation can help the Government to keep in constant review the state of the

environment in the country;

(g) Develop the necessary environmental manpower at both the middle-level

technician stage and the research scientist level through undergraduate training,

particularly at institutions within Africa; strengthen national institutions to hold

environmental in-service training for government officials at regular intervals and

organize international workshops for environmental research workers; and

(h) Review the terms of reference of various national licensing boards, agencies

corporations responsible for promoting economic development for a proper control of their

activities relating to large-scale agricultural projects, mining exploration and

exploitation, fisheries, forest exploitation, agro-based, metallurgical, chemical and

mining industries, so that the potential environmental impact of their activities can

be taken into account at the project formulation stage before it is too late and

generally more expensive to resort to remedial action.

*"* Transport and communications

117= Transport and communications have an important role to play in the
restructuring of the economic base of Africa - the main objective of the Lagos Plan of

Action. This important role derives from the characteristics of the sector as (i) a

provider of critical service inputs (by carrying goods and materials) into all the

social and economic sectors, (ii) a leading user of the products of the engineering

subsector, and (iii) a means of carrying people and messages from one place to the

other and of linking one place to the other. In this connexion, at the national level,

the present fragmented characteristics of the market have to be connected through the

construction of farm-to-market and rural-urban roads. Similarly, if collective self-

reliance is to be a reality, then the physical integration of thf. continent through the

development of all the modes of transport and communications is imperative. It is in

the framework of these characteristics that the United Nations Transport and

Communications Decade for Africa (UMTACDA) derives its importance. Therefore, every

member State should give the implementation of the programme for the Decade priority.
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Recommendation 33. Implementation of the Programme o.f the United Nations

Transport and Communications jecade in Africa (UNTACDA)

118. It is recommended that every member State take the following measures:

(a) Review of the existing situation with regard to all modes of transport and

communications and in relation to the distribution of natural resources, population

distribution and industrial location;

(b) Survey and analysis of transport and communications activities by mode,

output and inputs as well as by type of ownership of businesses in this sector. An

assessment of possible bottlenecks, sources of vehicles, machinery and equipment,

including analysis by capacity should be carried out. Such an assessment should also

cover capacities and capabilities to maintain existing vehicles and other means of

carriage. The review of the present situation and the surveys and analysis of ,_

transport and communications activities will pave the way for meaningful transport:

and communications planning;

(c) In planning the new pattern "of transport and communications, Governments

should pay attention to:

(i) The need to make full -:se of inland water transport, which is one

of the cheapest modes of transport, by determining and improving the navigability

of rivers, introducing more efficient vessels adapted to the conditions of

navigability,, establishment of schools for training of personnel, improvement of

management and operation of inland water transport;

(ii) Take full account of the possibility of using labour-intensive

technologies in the construction and maintenance of transport infrastructures;

(iii) Fay due regard to the dominant role of transport materials,

equipment and construction services in national development plans and the

need to develop as rapidly as possible indigenous materials, equipment and

services. In this connexion, Governments should take vigorous steps to

examine the impact of inadequate maintenance on the capital value of fixed

assets and adopt as well as encourage measures for the widespread adoption of

more intensive practices of preventive as well as curative maintenance;

(iv) In railways, action should be taken with a view to making the present

railways fully efficient, including rehabilitation of existing tracks, moderni

zation of rolling stock, and improvement of management and operation through

training of personnel;

(v) In maritime transport, training in maritime academies and national

nautical colleges established for that purpose should be encouraged including

the promotion and establishment of multinational shipping lines and action

should be taken to increase the African share in maritime freight;
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1 ^ T «"°P««ion,

"" *ransPort- extension and modernization of airports

Markets and marketing

Recommendation 34. Restructuring national and regional markets

120. As a basis for this restructuring and development, it is recommended that
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(b) The role of trade ^arkss brand names and promotional techniques in changing
market dynamics should be surveyed and analysed;

(c) A study should be undertaken of fragmentation of markets as a result of

product differentiation and unnecessarily large numbers of technical design standards,
and of market penetration, product substitution and rapid product succession;

(d) An analysis should be made of the special problems (managerial, financial
etc.)confronting national small- arid medium-scale distributors;

(e) A survey and analysis of intra-African trade should also be undertaken by

each member State with a view to identifying opportunities for and obstacles in the
way of expanding such trade;

(f) A review of the activities of State trading corporations should be

undertaken with a view to identifying their strengths and weaknesses, particularly
in relation to services to small producers as outlets for their products and in
relation to intra-African trade.

121. The information obtained through these surveys and analyses will provide
the background for action in the following areas:

(a) Policies for assisting indigenous entrepreneurs in this important sector

so that they can upgrade their capacities and capabilities;

(b) Establishment of institutions for providing support services to traders in
the field of market research and analysis;

(c) Intra-African co-operation in trade and exchange-rate policies, arrangements

for joint export and import of goods and services, particularly through State trading
corporations, and arrangements for joint project design and implementation;

(d) Improvement of existing or establishment of new clearing house
arrangements; and

(e) Design, establishment and management of an African Monetary Fund.

122= One other important issue which African countries must consider is the
possibility of bartering their primary commodities, particularly petroleum, other fuel

minerals and non-fuel minerals for capital and other goods viith which to accelerate the

exploitation of their natural resources and their industrialisation. The experience

already gained by the countries of the Middle East in this area could prove very-
useful.
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14- Government machinery and other development support institutions

123 Whether as the setter of development objectives, the distributor-of resources
or the regulator of the activities ci~ all the a-cnts of development and economic growth
in the economy, modern Governments have become dominating forces in the economy, and hence
there is a need to evaluate the erficiercy with which their activities are carried out.

Recommendation 35. Review and analysis of government machinery

124. In this..connexion, the activities of the following government departments and
other development support, institutions should le critically examined: 'the Centra]

Planning Office vis-a-vis its roie as the co-ordinator of development efforts; Ministry
of Agriculture and its extension services: Ministry of Industry, its extension services,
and location policy; Ministry of Trade and Commerce, particularly in relation to, the

issuing of licences and trade promotion:. Inland Revenue Service; Ministry of Mines and
Power: Ministry.of Transport and Communications; the statistical services, and research
institutes. The monetary, fiscal aid tariff policies of the Government should be examined,
as should the activities of local, government and its institutions, all i*ith a view to
making such institutions efficient in the discharge of their responsibilities.

15. The External Sector

125. Mention has already been made of the fact that the Lagos Plan of Action is
meant to restructure the economic base of Africa. To establish realistic programmes
for such restructuring, strong attention has to be paid to the external sector.

Recommendation 36. Special analyses of the components of external transactions

126. In this connexion, special analyses of the following items should be carried
out:

(a) Exports and their destination; imports and their Provenance; types of exports
and imports in commodity terms so that the inputs into the production of such commodities
can be studied in relation to raw materials available domestically;

O) The services sector: banking, insurance, consultancy; payments for education

and education services; travel; expenditure on foreign representation and participation
in international meetings and coi:£e\-onces;

(c} Imports of parts, cor.conerts, etc.;

(d) The debt situation, including volume and nature of grants, loans, and direct
foreign investment; terns of aid, loans and grants in terms of the extent to which they
are tied, period of repayment, interest rates, etc.;

(e) Technical assistance, including relevance to development needs, contributions,
particularly to local costs by recipient Governments;
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(f) Technology imports (methods of importation, types in terms of relevance to
domestic development needs, terras of purchase, etc.); and

Cs) Studies on the use of aid and technical assistance in the past should also
be carried.

127. The information obtained from these analyses and studies will not only
highlight the present problems but will also indicate the extent of internationalization
measures to be taken when'planning.

IV. COLLECTIVE SELF-RELIANCE

128. Because of the larre number of small countries in Africa, which cannot on their

own undertake viable socio-economic development activities and of the uneven distribution
of natural resources, economic co-operation is imperative. Indeed, while the bulk of the
proposals in the Lagos Plan of Action will have to be implemented at the national level,
the successful and effective implementation of such proposals for national action may
even depend on the manner in which economic and technical co-operation activities are
organized and implemented.

Recommendation 37. Subre^ional seninar or conference

179. Therefore, in view of the crucial role of co-operation for the implementation

of the Lagos Plan of Action, it is recommended that seminars or conferences on the
Strategy and the Plan should be organized within the framework of the MULPOCs 15/ and
other intergovernmental organizations with a view to making member States understand
the reasons and arguments behind the Strategy and the Plan and the linkages between the
required activities at the national and those at the subregional levels. Seminars or
conferences can even be organized at two, three or more country levels*

Recommendation 38. Strengthening existing co-operation arrangements and
institutions

130, Action at the national level as well as the seminars or conferences at the
subregional or other multinational levels will have revealed the imperative need for
co-operation with other countries. It is strongly recommended, therefore, that member
States should strengthen existing co-operation arrangements, such as the various economic
communities, and existing institutions, such as research institutes, training institutions
and joint entreprises in the fields of transport and communications, enerey, food and
agriculture, etc.

15/ Such as ECOWAS, Council of the Entente, UDEAC, etc.
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131. As a basis for strengthening existing co-operation arrangements and

institutions, each member State should establish a national study group

to review: (i) national machinery for economic co-operation, as we 11 as

multinational organs for economic co-operation with Government participation,

with special reference to: (a) ter;ns of reference and constitution of such

multinational organs in the context of the Lagos Plan objectives; (b)

balance of multinational co-operation organs in which the Government

participates between those performing administrative and secretarial

services and those concerned with natural resources, development of factor

inputs, production and marketing, or r^1), etc., and (c) effectiveness of

national and multinational organs in cost benefit terras; and (ii) role of

national State trading organizations with a view to: (a) improving effective

ness; (b) encouraging irtra-African trade in the light of the Lagos Plan;

and (c) expanding functions to include technical assistance to indigenous

medium- and small-scale trading enterprises. Governments could organize

study tours to selected multinational co-operation organs in selected sub-

regions or groups of countries with a view to observing them at work and

discussing with their staff the problems of co-operation.

132. The support that will be forthcoming can take a concrete form in the

increased use of the services provided by such co-operation arrangements

and institutions in the context of the need to internalize the supply of

factor inputs, as follows:

(a) Natural resources. Joint requests for assistance in exploration,

evaluation and development can be submitted to aid donors. In particular,

the evaluation of the potentials of common river and lake basins can be

jointly requested because of the present acute problems of food, agricul

ture and energy. On the other hand, with respect to existing institutions,

ne-iber States should make greater use of the services of the cartographic

and aerial survey services centres, the mineral development centres and

the Remote Sensing Centre. Similarly, member States that have institutions

whose facilities are not fully utilized should open the services of such

institutions to nationals of other member States and should undertake to

provide such services free of charge;

(b) Manpower. In view of the advantages that can accrue from the

training of Africans in Africa, member States should intensify their use

of subregional and regional training institutions. The use of the services

of such institutions could be supported by resources provided by bilateral

and multilateral aid donors;

(c) Finance. Member States should intensif/ their use of existing

clearing house arrangements as such arrangements assist in economizing

scarce foreign exchange, Similarly, it will be to the great advantage of

all concerned if the practice of some countries of investing in the economise

of others, i.e. intra-African investment systems, could be expanded and

intensified;

(d) On-the-job training and study tours. Since the experience of

one African country is likely to be relevant to the source of the problems

of others in similar circumstances, African countries should provide

-ri-«rtunities for on-the-job training and study tours to the nationals of

others. Such activities can also be supported by resources provided by

bilateral and multilateral aid donors.
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Recommendation'59. Creation of new arrangements and institutions

133. In view.of..the felt neec for new institutions (i) to undertake systematic

exploration of natural-resources; Cii) establish and manage heavy industries; and

(iii) promote the development of indigenous capability in the field of science and

technology and of high-level manpower for research and development, management,

administration, teaching, etc;, it is recommended that African countries should

establish: ■ '"'"'.

■■ (a) Multinational African enterprises for the exploration and development of

natural resources;

(b) Multinational African enterprises for the manufacture of machinery and

equipment for agriculture, industry, energy-, transport and communications, etc., based

on the raw materials obtained from the region's natural resources;

(c) Higher institutes of research and training where high-levelmmanpower can

be trained and consultancy services undertaken for the benefit of member States; and

(d) Higher institutes for management training and finarice for the training of

high-level management, financial and monetary specialists;

134. One problem with these institutions is the way in which they are to be

financed. While this is a real problem, it should not be too difficult, to arrange if

the institutions are widely dispersed and ^the national' currencies of member States

used, supplemented by some foreign exchange frorc-member- States and supported by

financial and technical assistance from bilatc-TfU and-.multinational donors.

V. FINANCING THE PLAN -

l.'S. Financing the. Lagos Plan of Action was one of the major issues to which the

Minister responsible for economic development and planning referred in their draft Plan

of-Action. 16/ The Ministers felt thats as regarrs the mobilization of'financial and

real resources, the cost of the total programme could be significantly reduced. This

would depend on the choices of technology made and the care with which they all made,

since most of the technologies in everyday use all over the world are1' not subject to

property rights; due attention must, however, also be paid to trade-marks policy and

practice. But more importantly, the Ministers felt that considerable domestic

financial savings could be mobilized for reinvestment in plan projects by both

conventional and new measures and that, as regards foreign exchange, there was room

for savings in outpayments for such services as banking, insurance, shipping, civil

aviation, marketing and distribution. ??oreover, they felt that account should also

be taken of the transfer pricing operations of private enterprises. In"all these

cases, close and continual scrutiny of the invisibles in the national accounts is

called for.

16/ E/CN.]4/781/Add.l., pages 6-7/paragraphs 52 ar.d 33.
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136. As is veil known, money is the sinews o" var and the Strategy and the Plan
"of Action reflect faithfully the socio-economic var situation in which African countries
have found themselves. Money is crucial, therefore, to the implementation of the Plan
and all necessary measures must be taken to mobilize the financial resources required.

P.ecommendation 40. Mobilization of domestic financial resources

137. In this connexion, the following steps should be taker, to mobilize
domestic financial resources for effective use:

(a) Critical review of company-tax policies (profit tax rates, depreciation

allowances, subsidies and other financial incentives). It is now clear that tax

holidays and generous depreciation allowances may not be necessary. Similarly,

subsidies may sometimes lead to misuse, rather than efficient use of scarce resources;

(b) Analysis of pricing policies of enterprises, both public and private,

domestic and foreign, with a view to identifying elements which may be responsible
for loss of revenue;

(c) Review and appraisal of the activities of monetary, financial and investment

institutions (banks, building societies, insurance companies, co-operatives, unit trusts,
pension and provident funds, post-office savings banks, and industrial and other

development corporations) with a view to identifying their loan policies with regard to

real investment in production and distribution activities; and promotion of the

establishment of new savings institutions, particularly in the rural reas;

(d) Analysis of the investment policies of all enterprises, both domestic and
foreign;

(e) Review of other tax policies (direct and indirect) and management, including

the work of the inland revenue service and the customs department;

(f) Flow-of-funds analysis with a view to identifying sources of generation and
users of funds. .

Recommendation 41. Enlargement and preservation of foreign exchange resources

138. In view of the low level of expertise and technological development in
Africa, foreign exchange is crucial for imports of skilled personnel and technology
needed to make good these deficiencies, particularly in the short term before national

efforts to internalize supply begin to bear fruit. It is,' therefore, recommended that
the following steps should be taken by member States to enlarge and preserve foreign
exchange resources:

(a) Initiation and/or enlargement of trade with the OAPEC countries. While these
countries are rich in oil, they could constitute an important market for the sale of

food and agricultural products, including forest products;
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(b) Negotiation for more direct investment by OAPEC countries in African countries;

(c) Negotiation for more grants and soft loans from OAPEC countries;

(d) Negotiation for more grants and soft loans from the OECD countries.

However, in view of the authoritative statement by the Chairman of the Development

Assistance Committee, chances of success in this area are very slim indeed;

(e) A plea either for cancellation of intolerable debt burdens or a moratorium
on debt payments;

(f) Use of barter, particularly for raw materials. This technique has been

extensively used by OAPEC countries and others, and the subject calls for serious and
urgent study;

(g) Renegotiation of existing agreements with foreign companies; and

(h) A serious analysis of the external transactions accounts with a view to

identifying those elements of the invisibles account which may be eliminated or reduced

and those products for which domestic production may be started.

Recommendation 42. Other measures for preserving foreign exchange

139. It is a well-known fact that the causes of the balances-of-payments problems

of African countries are to be found in the invisibles accounts, where heavy and continuing

payments are made for banking, shipping, insurance and consultancy services, and in

the' manufactures section, where the payments are for parts and components which could

easily be produced in Africa. Unfortunately, the situation has now been aggravated by

increasing imports of foodstuffs.

140. As a result of an analysis of the situation, member States may need to:

(a) Establish at the national and/or multinational levels banks, insurance

companies and shipping companies, and institutions for other services, such as

marketing and management;

(b) Deliberately attach nationals to feasibility project teams financed from

multinational or bilateral agency sources as well as ty national Governments;

(c) Increase opportunities for specialists to participate in courses on

feasibility studies preparation run by the World Bank, etc., tailored to meet the

requirements of priority sectors, and held either in Washington or, for each MULPOC,

in a suitable host country;

(d) Encourage the formation of national and multinational consultancy groups and

national and multinational consultancy associations;

(e) Promote at the third level of education multidisciplinary courses relating

to feasibility studies;
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at the MULPQC level on an open-ended basis* ly ccurses

enable lt to
(h) Substitute other cereals for wheat in urban areas;

(i) Intensify the production of dairy and fish products-

and i

m

'l

-ansnationa!

VI. TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS

°f the ^ansnationa! is no .ore

international
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Recommendation 43. Understanding the activities of Transnational
Corporations

143, In this connexion, it is recommended that, w::ere it has not been established,
member States should establish a transnational corporations unit to be based in the
Central Planning Office and staffed with an interdisciplinary team of corporate lawyers,
economists, engineers, financial experts, etc., to:

(a) Organize with the relevant sectoral ministries and private sector
institutions, studies on the activities of existing transnational corporations with
a view to understanding their role in the economy as investors, technology transferor
revenue and employment generator; supplier of high level skills for management,

marketing, scientific and technological services as well as their impact on the external
transactions of the country;

(b) Collect and analyse on a regular basis information on new transnationals
as well as current information on the activities of existing transnationals;

(c) Prepare periodic reports on the activities of transnationals for
consideration by the relevant authorities; and,

(d) Study and analyse new conditions for accepting transnationals into the
economy and advise the authorities accordingly.

Recommendation 44. Substituting internal factors of production and

distribution for external ones

144. The planned development of human resources has been stressed throughout

this paper as the basic means of achieving the goals and objectives of the Lagos Plan of
Action and even as an end in itself. This aspect of the Lrgos Plan of Action is so
crucial to relations with the transnationals that action must now be taken for the
purpose of training the right calibre of high level manpower. Therefore, it is ■
recommended, where it is not already the case, that the following actions should be
taken:

(a) Organization, on a permanent basis, of courses on negotiations. It is
interesting to note that even in the advanced countries of the West and the East,
this is now a subject that is officially recognized as important to the extent that
courses are organized either in universities or under other arrangements; it must be

understood that the game cannot be played to mutual advantage if it is only one side
who knows the rules;

(b) Negotiation of the process of management integration. In entering into any
agreement with any transnational corporation, (i) a plan should be drawn up jointly by
representatives of the Government and of the transnational on what the manpower needs
would be for skilled technical and professional personnel over an agreed period of
years; (ii) a rough assessment be made of the availability of wholly or partly

qualified employees, of those in training, and of competitive openings: and (iii> an
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agreed plan of steps be made by which nationals would be assisted to obtain appropriate

education and training in schools, colleges, institutes, etc., and on-the-job," such
that over the agreed period - with allowance for possible fall-out and failure -

nationals would take on all of the technical, managerial, marketing and policy functions
originally agreed. This is one of the areas that the Unit for Transnational
Corporations has to monitor regularly; models of the arrangement recommended already
exist in some African countries;

(c) The emphasis of the Lagos Plan of Action on the development of heavy

industries - metal and chemical - is meant to accelerate the process of internationali
zation of the factors of production. Hence, all member States must take immediate
steps to implement this aspect of the Plan. So also is the need to establish

immediately programmes and projects for "growing" the right type of high level skills
based on an accurate knowledge of the natural resources base. This will require the

reform of the content of existing syllabuses in some cases and the establishment of
new courses particularly in science and technology, management, finance, etc., in
others;

(d) More important is the need to initiate and implement action at the multi
national, subregional and regional levels in the development of the required skills.

Similarly, actions are necessary particularly in the fields of monetary and financial

services through the creation of investment banks, insurance and re-insurance companies,
consultancy companies and shipping companies. Member States should also use the

services of such regional and subregional institutions as the African Regional Centre
for Technology, African Regional Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing,the
Higher Technical Institute for Training and Research, the subregional mineral develop
ment centres as well as the cartography, survey and mapping centres not only to upgrade

the capabilities of existing staff but also to increase substantially the quantity of
such staff.

VII. THE ROLE OF DONORS AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INSTITUTIONS, INCLINING ECA AND OAU

145. The Lagos Plan of Action - elements of which" have been incorporated into
the International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade -
is a product of the collective wisdom of the leaders and peoples of African countries
and throughout this paper it has been repeatedly indicated that the major responsibility
for the implementation of the Plan rests with member States. However, a great deal can
be done by bilateral aid donors and international development institutions to aid
member States in this task.

146. The extent to which such aid contributes substantially towards the achieve
ment of the guiding principles, objectives and targets of the Plan will, however, depend
on the steps policy-makers and planners take in the first place to introduce these
principles, objectives and targets into national development plans in the light of local
resources, needs and potentiales, and the extent to which the implementation of the

national development plan is translated into concrete requirements, time phases, etc.,
built around a core or motor.
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147. The Plan, as has been pointed out earlier, assumes the following: ■: . ,

(a) Rapid building up of technical-knowledge of the natural resources/raw

materials base; ' <-

(b) Decisions on the product and sectoral or subsectoral composition of the

core or motor designed to drive the economy forward and ensure diversification and

linkages;

(c) The establishment of national capabilities for the exploration, evaluation

and extraction of raw materials and for participating in intra-African trade in raw

materials so as to achieve the complementarities required in general and for the

development of the core in particular;

(d) The_ development of national capabilities (including entrepreneurial

resources and support services) in general and for the core in particular;

(e) The orientation, expansion or improvement of R £ D facilities and programmes

and their deliberate linkage with the core; . ■ .;

(f) The development or improvement of institutional capabilities (e.g. finance

and banking, business consultancy, especially for project design, planning ;and

management, etc.; ■'■<'.

(g) The design and construction of physical infrastructure for-integrating

domestic and multinational markets and for facilitating the complementarity of

industrial raw materials and other inputs; and

(h) The transformation of domestic markets and combination of such markets into

larger multinational markets to accommodate unavoidable economies of scale.

148. 7o the_3xtent that aid and technical assistance are channelled to such areas

of activity as those just listed and they foster the growth of the core, to that extent

will member States be in a position to go a long way in pursuing the goals, objectives

and philosophy of the Plan.

A. Bilateral aid donors

149. It is generally known that bilateral aid donors possess not only hard

currencies but also a stock of knowledge, technical know-how, skilled manpower and

institutions which can be useful to member States in their efforts to implement the

Plan. In the context of the objectives of self-reliance and self-sustaining develop- .

ment, it is suggested that the "order of aid and technical assistance should be

as follows:

(a) Untied grants;

(b) Provision of experts who will transfer knowledge to African experts and

of experts who will help to establish appropriate development institutions;
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(c) Provision of bursaries and pieces in appropriate 'institutions for students

and trainees;

(d) Provision of bursaries and places in factories, research and development

institutes, etc. for on-the-job training; and

(e) Construction of laboratories and supply to them of equipment free or at

subsidized costs.

ISO. In all these, member States should be allowed to identify, analyse and

design their own projects or be given assistance to do so in the framework of the

goals and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action.

B. International development institutions

151. There are a number of reasons why international development institutions

can play a significant role in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action:

(a) International development institutions comprise a huge collection of

expertise in all areas of socio-economic development;

(b) Such a collection of expertise embodies experience from different parts

of the world;

(c) These institutions have been created jointly by a group of member States and

therefore usually enjoy the advantage of foreign exchange resources; and

(d) The institutions have multidisciplinary teams so that their activities are

becoming increasingly relevant to the complex problems of development in the

developing countries.

152. In the context of the foregoing, therefore, international development

institutions can play the role of generator of new ideas, of adviser on technical issues

and of financier. In all these, member States should be given the chance and opportunity

to give direction on what they need and want to achieve. The role of international

development institutions as well as that of bilateral aid donors should be mainly

supportive of, and not a substitute, the efforts of member States.

C. The specific role of the secretariat of OAU and ECA

153. With respect to the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa,

OAU, ECA and other regional and international organizations have been called upon to

give all necessary assistance to member States in the formulation and implementation of

plans based on its recommendations. For the Lagos Plan of Action, the Secretary-General

of the Organization of African Unity has been directed to act in collaboration with the

Executive Secretary of ECA to take all necessary measures to implement it by utilizing

the resources of the OAU specialized agencies along with the technical and financial
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assistance of ECA specialized agencies and appropriate national and international
organs.' Thus, the secretariats of OAU and ECA in collaboration with other agencies
have an important role to play in assisting member States to achieve the goals and

objectives of the Plan.

154. It will be observed that the guide-lines provided in this paper are
centred principally around two activities: (i) clarification of concepts and ideas;
and (U) research and planning as the basis for action. The first will enable member
States to understand the nature of the Plan and to accept it as theirs whlie the
second will assist them in getting into grips with the situation and will sustain them
as the'implementation of the policies, programmes and the projects in^the Plan gathers
momentum. In both activities, the two secretarits can play a catalytic role.

155. Thus, assistance can be given in the organization and management of the
national, subregional and regional seminars or conferences, Particularly through the
MULPOCs under the guidance of the headquarters secretariats. Similarly, in collaboration
with specialized agencies, assistance can be given in the organisation a* manag ment
of the sectoral and/or functional workshops. Next, as far as the studies *«*£?»•
reviews and appraisals are concerned, the two secretariats are well placed to take the
lead in organizing them, Further, since the, implementation of the Plan is to be
monitored at all levels and the results of the monitoring at one level fed into the
next, the two secretariats are inevitably committed to playing an important role.
Their-role 'is particularly crucial in this regard since not only must reports on the
rev ew and appraisal of the progress in implementing the Plan be submittedto the
MULPOC Councils of Ministers, the Conference of Ministers of ECA the Assembly of Heads
of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity but .also, as a consequence
of its recent resolution, 18/ to the General Assembly of the United Nations.

156. In 'addition to the foregoing, assistance can also be given in the field
of project identification, analysis and implementation.

s-JuffijrariSffs: ass sss s£ ?'fEfsis

what help they want from the agencies in solving the problems,
j
their

their agencies and instruments, its inputs, their inputs, and the results it seeks, the

results they seek". 19/

2J8/ "United Nations General Assembly resolution 35/64.

19/ E/CN.14/781/Add.l.
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158. It is in the light of the foregoing that great eraphasis has teen placed on

action at the national level and, as part of that action, on the development of human

resources. Once that has been achieved, member States should have no difficulty in

identifying the type of problems they want to solve, the external assistance they will

need and when they will need it.

159. Any effective implementation o.? the Plan will depend very much on the

retention of its central feature: the openly recognized interlinkages among the

sectors and the problems to be solved within them. An old-fashioned sectoral

approach to the implementation of the Plan will therefore be extremely harmful.

Hence, the importance of the central and guiding role of the central planning

ministry or office cannot be overemphasized.

' t




